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Preface

The Ongoing Debate
Starting with "Adult Education and Development" as the
theme of its first international conference, held in Tanzania
in 1976, the International Council for Adult Education (ICAE)
has consistently contributed to the critical debate about the
meaning and forms of development as perceived by adult
educators, non-gok ernmental organizations and aid agencies,
through seminars and studies that focus on the clarification
of these meanings and forms.

The debate has included such questions as the role that adult
education and NGOs can play in the development process;
the need for closer collaboration and mutual support among
all the development "actors'' ' on issues and practices to sup-
port a more human-centred development; and the degree to
which funding agencies realize that technical solutions and
measures of national economic growth of the GNP kind are
insufficient to meet such crucial issues as the alleviation of mass
poverty and improvement in the quality of life (economically,
socially and politically) for the poorest sectors of society.

To sharpen the debate in terms of the sharing of experiences
between donor agencies from the North and beneficiaris from
the South, in June 1986, IC AE convened an international
seminar on "The Role of International Aid in Adult Educa-
tion, in Developing Countries", in collaboration with the
National Swedish Federation of Adult Education Organiza-
tions (Folkbildningsforbundet).

The four-day seminar, held at the Nordic Folk Academy
in Kungalv, Sweden, was organized to enable those responsi-
ble for decision-making in both industrialized and develop-
ing countries to make tangible improvements in the substance
and methods of international cooperation for adult education.
The participants were 40 women and men from 21 countries,
including representatives of major development assistance
agencies, and UNESCO, adult educators from NGOs in
Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean, as well as
delegates from some national government departments con-
cerned with adult education.

The seminar was developed as a further stage in the previous
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work of ICAE on issues of' adult education, de. clopment and
international aid, which includes the following:

* International Seminar on Adult Education and Development, held
June 1979 in Kungalv, Sweden, as an informal three-day
dialogue among adult educators and international development
assistance agencies to foster closer collaboration and new
linkages.

* Working Session on Adult Education, International Aid and Ppm

ty, held in Washington, DC, June 1980, resulted in the set-
ting up of a Commission of Inquiry into Adult Education and
Poverty that also includes consideration of the role and impact
of international aid Coordinated by Chris Duke, its major
work has been the generation and analysis of seven case studies,
commissioned by World Bank, and published in 1985 under
the title of "Combatting Foxe, t y Tbiongli Adult Education.
National Development Strategics".
* "Towards an Authentic Development The Role of Adult Educa-
tion" was the subject of ICAE's second international con-
ference, held in Paris, October 1982.
* Intern& 'oval Seminar on Co-operating for Literacy in collabora-
tion with the German Foundation for International Develop-
ment, and held in Berlin, October 1983, brought together 72
people from 31 countries, including representatives of major
development agencies and adult educators and NGOs from
developing countries.
* The World Assembly of Adult Education, the third ICAE inter-
national conference, held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in
November 1985, focused on the contribution of popular educa-
tion to its theme of "Adult Education and Peace".

The various questions and issues inherent in any examination
of the role of internaional aid in adult education are rich and
complex, and, at times controversial. By its very nature, the
subject will continue to be one of ongoing and lively debate.
There is an obvious need to undertake and exchange further
reflection and analysis with the purpose of creating a more
effective, meaningful and productive international coopera-
tion for the role of adult education in development

Yusuf Kassam

Director of Programmes

International Council for Adult Education
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Introduction

Why do more than 40 adult educators horn all over the world,
all of them eminent practitioners in the field, gather in a pla«.
like Kungalv? This is a small town on the west coast of Sweden,
in the middle ages an important regional centre with a fOr-
midable fort, today not very much more than a dormitory
suburb of the city of Gothenburg, with the manufacture of
biscuits as the only major industrial activity.

Because the Nordic Folk Academy is situated here. This is
in itself a splendid example of inter national cooperation in the
field of adult education, a place that could encourage a sense
of relaxed interaction and informal conversation amon,-; equals.
Because this conference was the first of its kind, bringing
together donor agencies, national adult education associations
of industrial countries (notably the Nordic countries), and
Third World adult educators who have been recipients of inter-
national assistance, both in the form of finances and human
resources.

The Nordic Folk Academy of Kungalv was not however the
organiser of the conference, it was but the venue. It had been
initiated and coordinated by the International Council of Adult
Education (ICAE) in Toronto, Canada, and organised in sue h
a way that the question: "Who owns this conference?", would
not arise.

The ICAE sent a letter to a great many donor agencies, ask-
ing them if they were interested in getting together to talk about
the role of international aid in adult education. When they said
yes, they were asked if they would support Third World par-
ticipation. Most donors answered yes, they would. Finally the
financing of various Third World participants, coming from
both governments and NGOs, was divided up amongst them
This meant that everybody taking part had a stake in the con-
ference, a responsibilit y to make it a worthwhile undertaking,
and also bring to the attention of other people that such an
event is taking place. To quote Budd Hall, the Secretary-
General of the ICAE, at the beginning of the conference ''We
are here in a neutral spare a equals to talk about «nnple,. and
«implicate:1 ii leas.

The conferee' c had ; wo rwon obi« tives

6
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* To exchange experiences about financing and supporting
adult education in the developing countries between the donors
on the one hand, and between the donors and beneficiaries
on the other
* To enable those responsible for decision-making in both
industrialized and developing countries to make tangible
improvements in the substance ant' rrl,tht ds of international
cooperation for adult education

These were dealt with in a comprehensive programme of
ple-iar,, sessions (presentation of papers and regional panels)
and work it discussion groups. There were roughly three kinds
of gapers:

1. Working papers, cutting across the whole range of inter-
national cooperation in adult education

2 Presentations of international agencies such as UNESCO,
national governmental agencies such as CIDA, DANIDA,
FINNIDA, NORAD and SIDA, and non-governmental fun-
ding agencies like DSE, DVV, HIVOS, NOVIB.

3. Regional panels from Africa, Asia, Latin America and
the Caribbean.

Evenings were taken up by cultural programmes, organiz-
ed by the local host Folkbildningsforbundet: (folk) dancing,
music, readings, a visit to the fun fair in Gothenburg, turn-
ing adult educators into quite ordinary fun loving kids, or meals
with food traditional of the season the midsummer which
is an important festival up north, when the visitors from abroad
could join the Scandinavians in marvelling at the dusk pass-
ing into dawn with no night in between, when it is possible
to read a conference paper around midnight without switching
the lamp on.

This report attempts to highlight some main isues of the con-
ference in such a way that they can be felt to be as important
to people who did not have the opportunity to take part. It
is based on papers presented, reports from discussion groups,
interviews recorded individually between sessions, and con-
tributions made formally or informally. The approach is
thematic, each theme being elucidated with bits from all
available sources, from different points of view, identifying
both areas of contention and of consensus, and in close con-
tact with the ICAE office, from where the conference papers
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can be obtained in extenso (pagination within brackets refers

to these papers) In the process I hope to be able to onvev
something of the constructive atmosphere, professional
excellence, human warmth, Tontaneit v and enthusiasm that

characterized this occasion and made it sue h a rewarding
experience for all those who took !Nut

Gunnar Ridstrom

Rapporteur

8 I (I
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LOKA SHAKTI
(people's power)

Winged Harbingers

On the \ cry lass day of the Kungal. conference Maria Villariba
from the Philippines folded finir paper birds which were pass-
ed around the table in the session hall Eac h participant was
asked to write one word or short sentence, in his or her own
language, that would give the gist of the matter. They became
variations on a number of themes solidarity, !eve and car-
ing, people's power, enlightenment, participation, freedom
and pea e, self-respec, and the struggle goes on . .

These birds will now leave my desk and fly around the world,
at the same time as they will migrate home fo find a perma-
nent nest in the bosom of their mother.

4
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Development

"The question of what works best in development is the sub-
ject of a lifetime's debate, the career definition for thousands
of academics and the more sombre reality for the majority of
the people in the world (Hall p 16)

Here we have neither the time nor the space to devulge in much
argumentation, we have to resort to simplifications, limiting
ourselves to two models which may be labelled the growth
model and the grass roots model

The growth model has for a long time been prevalent. It is:
"based on the assumption that sooner or later something

similar to the industrial revolution would occur in Third World
countries, and that as a censequence we would enter the con-
sumption and production spiral that occurred in Europe. As
a result of this orientation, technocratic and mechanically
oriented policies under different forms, were implemented from
top to bottom. However, development, as prescribed by th;s
perspective, has not happeT ,21 and quite to the contrary, we
are undergoing an overall crisis of a magnitude unknown before
in world history. -

Poverty and marginality become more intense and dif-
ferences between North and South deepen During the 1970s
the commercial balance of the Third World with the USA and
the European Economic Community shows an 11.5 billion
dollar deficit for the South in favour of the USA and 46 billion
dollars in favour of the Community.

The critical issues today ate the size of the external debt and
the important role being played by finacial institutions such
as the IMF and the World Bank. The question is not whether
there will or will not be any development, but rather how to
pay the enormous debt, so that if possible sonic day in the future
we can think of economic growth and the redistribution of
wealth.

In the face of this intense crisis, the perspective which
dominates the industrial countries is that emphasis must be
placed on economic recovery in the industrial world by
eliminating obstacles to development such as high interest rates.
This will in turn allow the 'fuelling' of the economies of the
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The overwhelming

significance of power, and
the exercise of political will,
emerges in almost every
study

Third World. Although in somewhat different form, this is
once again the implementation of the 'trickle-down' theory
of development which already has proved to be fallacious. At

all levels of social and economic organizaion the gap between
rich and poor continues to increase." (Vio Grossi p 3-5)

The same thirg as seen from a Northern perspective:
"Yet the 'old paradigm' of development through infrastruc-

ture investment, and the spoken or unspoken assumption that
wealth and benefit will trickle down to al ectors of the com-
munity, prevails unchecked, and is fuelled by the continuing
domination in government counsels of economists, financiers
and indusi ialists. Within the Western rations it is received
wisdom that reduction of poverty must await new wealth
generated through 'economic recovery'; or that all will
automatically benefit from growth. Within countries like Bri-
tain, proposals to assist the poor have better prospects if couch-
ed in terms of economic productivity. In this climate, too,
overseas development aid tends towards the 'hard-nosed' end,
and with more than an eye to the economic benefit likely to
accrue to the donor country." (Duke p 5)

Britain an be said to be one of Europe's economically poorer
and, educationally speaking, poorer performing countries but
even the:

" . . world's most powerful nation is at present being led
on a 'freedo El crusade' in which good and evil are grotesque-
ly parodied and simplified, and 'right' is measured in relative
fire-power. No less marked is the general acquiescence, or
apparent felt powerlessness, in the face of this ideological and
operational swing to the right, and the quiescence, for exam-
ph , of western campuses, as anxious job-seekers pass by the
wider market and seek a niche in a still depressed labour

arket." (Duke p. 4)
This shift in the political climate and this outlook on inter

national aid ha e also been felt north of the border:
"In Canada, for example, the more business-oriented

government which is now in place at the federal level has
resulted in larger proportions of ',e Official Development
Assistance being allocated to export-promotion, tying the
Official Development Assistance more firmly to the produc-
tion of Canadian goods and services. In fact one of the 'hot-
test' sections of Canadian Inter national Development Agen-
cy for those with career aspirations, is the division which woi-ks
with private enterprise to get them involved more fully in

I 3
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'development'.
So too, there appears to he fairly widespread concern in the

bilateral agencies, that the constitutencies which have sup-
ported their work politically over the years may be slipping
away. After all 'aid' has been given for 20 years or so and the
Third World is still poor, replete with military dictatorships
and mal-distribution of riches. 'Should we really keep suppor-
ting this kind of situation when we don't even have jobs at
home?" These are real fears which need serious analysis and
which could benefit enormously by strenghtening the educa-
tional work being done in the North." (Hall p 13-14)

This is borne out by a spokesman with insight in the work-
ings of the agency (CIDA):

"When I say the technical sector, I mean people in
agriculture, in forestry, in transport, and they have a tenden-
cy much more to invest in equipment, or in credit or materials
components, than in human resources. There's unfortunate-
ly a general tendency to think that investments in human
resources are not as productive as investments in capital or
equipment. Very often the argument we hear is that the pro-
blems and difficulties in the Third World countries are so
important and so dramatic that we should invest where the
money can have the faster impact. That brings us to interven-
tion like food aid, like agriculture production. To feed the peo-
ple first. People in that department say: let's feed first and teach
afterwards.

I would not say that these people in the agency have com-
plete control over the polky and the orientation, but that's
the kind of debate we have to confront." (Beaulieu, interview)

This kind of development aid, which more or less disregards
the human factor, of course has repercussions on the human
beings affected by it. This is how it can be seen from the South:

"There was a group in Brazil which received quite a lot of
aid, but after five years they were actually worse off than their
neighbouring community who had not received any at all, and
who did everything on their own. I am not saying that coopera-
tion for development is not necessary, I am saying that we need
to send cooperation in the proper time in the proper amount,
with respect for what's going on in the community, trying not
to promote such a deep change that the people will be detach-
ed from their past in order to go to the future, without enter-
ing ' , ., the future in a dependent way, that would mean that
some day when the aid is not coming any longer, they would

12



not be self-reliant. That is something that's happening.
Modernity is permanent change while in the peasant com-

munity the main value is stability, because the peasants want
the next year to be as similar as possible to this year, because
they give a lof of emphasis to stability. When people change
too quickly they seem to lose their centre, there is nothing that
organizes the new situation, because it is always changing,
nothing keeps everything together Religion is a good way of
putting things together although it may not be such a good
way of seeing the real world and when people begin to
change quickly they often leave the church and try to find new
ways of gaining a centre, like a political party. That's why we
think that authoritarianism is not only a matter of military dic-
tatorships, but also something we have in our minds and hearts.
We see in popular education in Chile, an ongoing struggle
against authoritarianism everywhere, in the government, also
in the family for instance. And we see our work mainly related
to integrate the world of action, which is work, production,
transformation of things, the world of social organization, of
popular organization. which is the public world and the political
world, and also the daily life world, which is linked to personal
development. And these three spheres have come together pro-
moting a collective autonomy or collective self-reliance." (Vio
Grossi interview)

So, alternatives to this "from-top-to-bottom" approach are
necessary:

"Inherent in these alternatives of development is a return
to an economy of a human scale. It is an economy shaped by
active public participation, geared to the satisfaction of basic
human needs, sensitive to ecological issues, based and con-
cerned with the development of popular culture. It emphasizes
systems rather than one- dimensional actions. Centralized
forms of power, bureaucratic structures, mechanistic models
and academic discussions are rejected, while the value of action
or praxis is stressed, as well as the importance of the micro
level and the integration of subjective elements into considera-
tion.

The nature of alternative development proposals bring into
question the philosophic, economic, social and political basis
of prevailing development approaches in the Third World.

I will focus on a distinguishing characteristic of alternative
development, that is, the idea of satisfying basic needs, which
are essential to a life with dignity.

1 5 13



Max Neef has suggested that human needs must first be
understood as a system, mat is, all human needs are inter-
related and interact with one another. According to this scheme
basic human needs are survival, protection, affection,
understanding, pa,-ticipal ion , leisure or recreation, creation,
identity as giving sense to life and liberty Thus, housing, food,
income, are mere elements satisfying a litiman being's sur-
vival needs just as physical defense and curative and preven-
tive measures are essential to satisfying the protection need.
Therefore, human needs are the same in as cultures and all
historical periods. What changes is the way co, means by which
these needs are satisfied. The needs of a consumer society and
those of an austere more spa:-tan one are the same. What varies
is the social definition of goods and services necessary to satisfy
basic needs. The development models proposed up to now in
Latin America advocate abandoning the so-called traditional
definition of resources needed to satisfy need and adopting
those of the capitalist world.

The above concept of basic human needs allows us to create
a true sense of unity in the aid chain because it implies a
redifinition of the concept of poverty. Poverty is no longer
restricted to income level, health or housing but rather is defin-
ed broadly as the articulation of any human need that goes
unmet. For example, there is a poverty of protection due to
violence and the arms race; a poverty of affection due to
authoritarianism and oppi ession; a poverty of understanding
due to oppressive educational practices; a poverty of participa-
tion due to sexism and racism; a poverty of identity due to
political exile or the imposition of a dominant culture; and so
on. Therefore, this concept of poverty applies to the so called
'poor countries' as well as to the self-named 'rich countries'.
A person may be rich in material goods but poverty-stricken
if measured according to other criteria. This may explain the
astonishment of many foreigners who, while visiting the
Mapuche in the rural zones of Chile's south, marvel at the
dignity emanating from the leaders of this indigenous people
Dignity in the world of the Mapuche is understood as satisiac-
don with one's reality. On the other hand, it also may explain
the poverty of many inhabitants of the industrial North who
resort to drugs or alcohol as palliatives to their need for affec-
tion, participation or identity." (Vio Grossi p.6 + 9-11)

It is important to stress that it is not a matter of either/or
but of alternatives. It would seem, though, that one alternative

14
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has been dominating for a very long time, and that the balance
needs to be redressed. As a ly idge over to the next section,
here is a final quotation from Chris Duke's conference paper,
referring back to ICAE studies on adult education and poverty:

"The other broad groupings into which the studies tended
to fall were, on the one hand, large-scale, usually national
and usually governmental, programmes conceived and financ-
ed as part of a national development strategy though not
therefore necessarily integrated with other elements of a
national development plan and, on the other hand, more
local, small-scale, generally non-governmental, programmes
which in the main had a fairly explicit community develop-
ment, conscientising, or social change content. Reviews of the
findings sharpened this dichotomy, calling attention to the
relative opportunities provided by the different kinds of
approach :

Some studies are of national or large-scale programmes,
others of very local projects. They reveal the strengths and
weaknesses of each. For example, national programmes have
the potential for large-scale impact in a short time, whereas
local projects can achieve a close and specific realationship with
the unique needs and circumstances of a particular community.
It is important to discover how to replicate and multiply suc-
cessful approaches. Where political circumstances permit,
perhaps local initiative , can be linked with nationally plann-
ed or supported efforts so that approaches successful in one
place can be shared elsewhere. The contribution of voluntary
bodies may be crucial for low-cost replication of local program-
mes which prove successful in helping to reduce poverty." (p
7)
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Adult Education Practices

"We came to recognize the almost invisible, tiny location of
adult education in the overall context of aid in the world, that
hit us deeply." (reporting from groups)

This is supported by figures provided by SIDA.
"In 1984/85, 169 MSEK or 57 percent of the education

budget was utilized for bilateral basic education programmes.
However, the ovewhelming part of this sum was spent on basic
education for children, the amount allocated for adults was
around 24 MSEK or eight per ent of the education budget."
(SIDA p. 4)

Most of this money, 3/4 or about 17 million, was earmark-
ed for one country, Tanzania, and most of the rest (4 million)
went to a literacy campaign in Botswana. Still:

". . . we find ourselves to be one of the most important
donors in the field of education, compared to other donor
orrganisations. And in the strategy we have set for our aid to
education we have given high priority to basic education. With
basic education we mean both primary education and adult
education. Although it is not all that much money we devote
to adult education, ideologically we still feel it is a very impor-

tant field which we want to follow closely and see developed.

We should also remember that we support non-formal
education not only through the education division but also in
a lot of integrated development projects which all of them con-

tain, to a smaller or larger extent, educational components.
And recently our agricultural division has put a lot of emphasis

on integral rural development projects which they really give
a lot of resources to, and I hope that these projects will be really

efficient and good. The only trouble is that they might be dif-
ficult to replicate because they are usually quite expensive. We
can suppoi t a small geographical area in this intense way but

they can't be spread on a national basis." (SIDA interview )
SIDA's Canadian equivalent CIDA also stresses this point

of not seeing adult education as an isolated field of activity,
but rather as a component of practically every development
effort:

"Nearly all development projects demand new knowledge
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and I1C%\, skills to be acquired Participation in these projects
involves the possibility of responding to cic h needs. But many
e aluations have brought to light the weakness, even the total
absence, of educational components inside projects. What's
the use of a development project if the transfer of knowledge
and insights is not assured? It has been proven that the impact
of many projects has been dependent on the implementation
of educational activities." (Wagner p. 8)

Obviously this is not only a matter of quantity and resources
but also of quality and objectives. This is a very complicated
matter indeed.

"It would be good to be able to say, simply, that we should
promote some kinds of development programmes and aban-
don others, since some approaches work and others do not.
The debate is, however, about ends as well as means; and there
is less consensus about the former than was the case a decade
or two ago. Aid and development agencies considering adult
education as a means range themselves from intergovernmental
organisations servants of governments to in some instances
radical non-governmental organisations committed to a set of
values totally' inimical to the existence of a number of regimes,
with diverse government and private multi- and bilateral
possibilities ranged in between, having different degrees of
dependence on or independence of governments and political
systems at both ends of the spectrum of aid partnerships.

Agencies' perception of adult education, its scope and role,
will also vary. Some, presumably not represented at such a
meeting as this, may still ding to the 'macrame and flower-
arranging', liberal and recreational, stereotype. Others, less
blinkered, may yet think of it as a distinct programme area,
rather than as an integrated support system to all development
and aid programmes. Others again, accepting this, may restrict
their thinking to technical knowledge and skills: the hands and
heads, rather than the heads and hearts, of the people. The
ICAE poverty case studies suggested that the most effective
forms of adult education were those further from the tradional
education stereotype (and consequently probably furthest from
what the non-education development officer would think of).
Dijkstra reflected thus:

. adult education should not be considered as a seperate
sector or unit, without direct relations to other sectors . . It
will function in various ways and be organized in certain sec-
tors, but include at the same time functions which are not
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generally considered to be adult educational This makes it
rather difficult for offical authorities to 'control', even to grasp
the importance, and therefore I might fOr very prasimatic
reasons structure the sector of adult education to some extent.
whilst at the same time allowing for transgressions of dividing
lines. The agricultural extension service and the agent, the doc-
tor and the nurse, the cooperative, the organisation of the rural
people are all educational forces and should be used as such.

There are, then, differences over the ends what 'de clop-
ment is desirable?' and over the means: not only 'what
development is successful' but what is the scope of 'adult educ a-
tion' , and which forms are successful in promoting which
development? This paper, like the ICAE adult education and
poverty project, starts with the assumption that development
should benefit especially the poorest sectors of the communi-
ty, and that it should build in the means for independence of
further poverty and deprivation: its commitment is to remedy,
although it does not deprecate relief, recognizing that in some
circumstances relief, amelioration, is all that can be attemp-
ted.

It behoves aid agencies and adult educators meeting and
working together to clarify which set of purposes they jointly
subscribe to, in which time, place and context, and which tools
and means will advance these purposes. The spectrum of adult
educator purposes and means, is at least as wide as the range
of development and aid ideo',)gies and approaches. While there
will be differences over values and ultimate purposes, there
is no excuse for not achieving fitness of the match between par-
ticular aid programmes and the adult education efforts which
should be integrated into them." (Duke p. 8-10)

Another participant, speaking from a Third World point
of view, elaborated the role of adult education and the adult
educator in this way:

"And if we turn around the definition of adult education
then we will have the possibility of inserting ourselves in other
people's work we can insert ourselves in agriculture, insert
ourselves in forestry, insert ourselves in health care, insert
ourselves in women's welfare, or whatever and say: what you
are doing is essentially adult education. Here is a set of skills,
or here is a set of practices which can make your work a little
bit more effective. The whole basic work we have is pedagogy.
We have nothing else to offer.

The obstacles in achieving this critical role of adult educa-
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The whole question is
how can we give power to
people at the bottom2"
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non are essentially twofold:
1 Obstacles related to conceptualization. This concept of

adult education puts people in the :entre It assumes that peo-
ple are interested in, capable of, and c an be encouraged critical-
ly to examine their own situation and to make efforts to
transform it This essential faith in the ordinary people is quite
the antithesis of the model by which development is being
implemented in our countries, where a set of experts he
they engineers, doctors, lawyers, planners, economists, social
sc ;elitists a set of experts who sit in a place away from the
stage where the :lady life of an ordinary person is enacted, and
through abstract concepts and confused statistics arrive at a
plan, in fact believing that left to themselves people will not
be able to do this, and therefore create a whole delivery
machinery, which will deliver this development onto people.

So this is a very serious conceptual problem, which comes
in the way of adult education playing its role. Just look at situa-
tions where it has played this kind of role I mean situations
where the experts have either not existed or been demolished,
a sort of temporary revolutionary situation, the situation ten
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years ago in Tanzania, the situation two or three %Tars ago
in Nicaragua.

2. The second obstacle; I have begun to re ilize in the Indian
context, that just as the doctors arc the major obstac lc to health,
similarly professionally trained adult educators arc a major
obstacle to adult education I was very pleasantly surprised
yesterday to learn that in a country like Sweden you don't have
professionally trained adult educators. But if you look at a coun-
try like India we have at least in a hundred universities depart-
ments of adult education bringing out masters and Ph.D.s 1m

have in a way professionalized, in a narrow sense, and cap-
tured in this limited circle the field o; adult education, and as
a result ordinary field workers, activists, primary school
teachers, village level workers, engaged in adult education arc
not recognized and in fact actively decried. you can't be an
adult educator! So there is an expertise in adult education as
well and ,ot just in other sectors And this is why the larger
population also does not understand this integrated meaning
of adult education because here is a group of people who call
themselves adult educators, who are professionally trained
masters and Ph.D:s. So I think that this professional adult
education way of looking at the field has, particularly in coun-
tries like India, come in the way of seriously integrating adult
education. Because, if we integrate it, we have to say that every
field worker, every extension agent, is an adult educator; and
if we define it this way, what will happen to my speciality?
So it is a serious dilemma!" (Tandon interview)

According to Chris Duke there are other big obstacles as well-
"It must be admitted, sadly, that in some circumstances

adult education is virtually ineffectual. In extreme cir-
cumstances of famine of other disaster, relief to save life must
overwhelm and displace all longer term approaches. More pro-
blematically, in some instransigently repressive and
inegalitarian regimes, most forms of adult education may be
futile other than the training and educating of insurgents,
guerillas or freedom fighters, which sits at the edge of what
most aid agencies can contemplate.

Occasionally there are historic moments when old patterns
are broken, and political and popular will fully coincide Ideal-
ly, development support including a powerful element of adult
education would then he generously forthcoming. Sadly, such
moments are seen more often than not as a threat rather than
an opportunity; aid agencies find themselves out of sympathy
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'Essentially adult education

is a process whereby adults

learn to respect what they
already know, acquire an

ability to learn what they
don't know, to practice that
learning and to be able to
act in a way that enhances

their sense of self-

confidence, self-worth and
their sense of

empowerment.''

with their own goN, ernments, as, for example, between
Nic aragua and the United States today

There are several issues to bear in nitricl in considering any
adult eduation and development project. Is the beneficiary like-
IN to he the individual, the group, or the whole social/political
system? Is a longer term eons( ientismg dimension included?
Is dependency (locally and/or internationally) likely to increase
or to diminish? Will there be some element of mobilisation,
or is any gain to ordinary people dependent on 'trickle-down'?
Is there any discernible alignment of popular with political will?
Is the project participative, or imposed from above? Will it
be limited to relief, or contribute to remedy? How explicit,
and how likely to be effective, is the link with the other, more
direct, development functions eg. education and training
to use, maintain and repair new capital equipment, or easy
availibility of low interest loans to peasants and small farmers
to start up self-reliant village level projects? Is the social and
economic role of women recognized, and do education and
develoment projects accurately reflect this in their allocation
of resources? Is the programme monitored against the com-
mon process of subversion and diversion whereby resources
intended for the poorer and more needy sectors get captured
and used instead by the less needy the middle classes, or
the more wealthy farmers, for example?" (p 11-12)

Many questions and maybe some answers. Let us listen to
two voices from the South. First one from Latin America:

"Adult education, widely understood as any action of reflec-
tion on reality with the purpose of transforming it, has con-
tributed significantly to the rise and 'systematization' of these
new conceptions of life and development.

From the beginning, adult education linked to popular
efforts demanding access to education and technology, has
emphasized the need to focus the educative process on the adult
and not on the educator. As a result of this, important con-
ceptual and methodological developments were needed to
challenge not only the verticalism and the authoritarianism
prevalent in education but also to pi opose methods and techni-
ques of learning that went beyond teaching, to link education
directly to those actions designed to improve the quality of life
of individuals and communities.

Education ceased to be an introverted, introspective activi-
ty with closed objectives. It is transforming itself into a dynamic
process nurturing the integrative development of all human



capac ines The oneepts of permanent and non-formal educ a-
non emerged from these theoretic al and methodologh al
developments which Ncrc attempting to insert educ tion into
the everyday life of Norkers, peasants, \miner), slum dwellers
and adults in general, in order to create the conditions where
they would control their destinies Later, Paulo Freire's mn-
tribution (awareness, R non, reflection, popular education)
widened the scope of permanent and informal educ anon 1)
locating the hg us of educational and developmental processes
in persons and their «umunities lather than in planning and
macroeconomics. The significant contribution made In adult
education to the rep ival of humanism in politl,
philosophy and de, elopment has ), et to be mestigated
Gross' p 7-8)

The second you e is from India
Over the years my understanding of adult educ anon in

its potential in transforming people's lives, and its potential
for social change, that I have seen, heard, ,-;_,a1 about, has on-
vinced me that adult education is in a way the blood or the
lifeline of any development effort. It may he called in different
names it may he called non-formal education, it may be
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called extension educ anon, whatever essentially it is a pro-
cess whei eby adults learn to respec t what they already know,
acquire an ability to learn what they don't know, to practice
that learning and to be able to act in a way that enhances their
sense of self-confidence, self-worth, and their sense of empower-
ment. That's what I understand by adult education. It has an
informing role, it has a skill-building role, it has a mobilizing
role, it has an empowering role.

Looked at from this point of view, any kind of social change,
particularly a model of social change which tries to focus on
concepts of equality and social justice, would imply that the
marginal, oppressed sections of the population, the hitherto
powerless groups, are the ones which will have to take a lead
in this process of development.

And therefore, the very mechanisms by which such sections
of the population analyse their situation critically, acquire the
knowledge, the skill to move ahead, and practice that new
knowledge and skill that whole process of the powerless and
the marginal sections is the educational process, is the adult
education process. It takes place in the context of agriculture,
it takes place in the context of health care, it takes place in
the context of drinking water, it takes place in th context of
protecting one's environment, it takes place in the context of
demanding minimum wages, it takes place in the context of
creating alternative income opportunities, it takes place in the
context of questioning the nature of the state, it takes place
in the context of becoming sensitive to the needs and concerns
of women, so irrespective of the area of concern, the very
involvement of adults in changing their situation, particular-
ly the involvement of the marginalized sections of the popula-
tion, is an educational process.

Therefore, conceptually, I have no difficulty. The problem
comes when various programmes of development are
implemented, because then they seem to by-pass, or ignore,
or short-change, this critical aspect of any development pro-
cess. And this is reflected in the fact that massive program-
mes of development do not take into consideration the educa-
tional component, or only marginally, and then they fail, and
then they turn around and find a scapegoat in the people, and
say they are resistent to change, they are not interested in join-
ing the main-stream all kinds of jargon is used, basically
to cover up the ignorance of the planners." (Tandon interview)

Can the answer then be summed tip in one single word:
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empowerment')
In very general terms I would say that if an adult Mu( a-

non programme is not in the hands of the people it tends to
fail, when the programtne is in the hands of the people it ,,nds
to succeed. Having said that, it is the question of the vord
'succeed'. What does it mean, 'success'? For some people to
succeed is to improve their income level For others to develop
their social identity. Usually the cone ept of sun ess has to do
with several satisfac tors at the same time How can a particular
programme give me more knowledge? Improve the quality of

my fife? Give me affection? Give me dignity titihich is being

more pleased with my own in relation to the world, and
transforming the world.

Usually a programme succeeds when it is good for the peo-
ple, and it is good fbr the people when the people control their
own learning programmes." (Vio Grossi interview)

Two Final comments on this First by Budd Hall
"In our work we are often caught between views of develop-

ment which stress the insertion of knowledge, or the 'hole-in-
the-head' theory, and those which emphasize the inherent
intelligence, creativity and solution-finding capacities of people.

The 'hole-in-the-head' theortsts see adult education and their
related NGOs as the delivery agencies of technical informa-
tion, modern ideas and knowledge which can be poured into
the heads of people in subtle and sophisticated ways.

Most of us in the adult education movement are now more
firmly of a mind that it is more important to strengthen the
confidence of people and provide opportunities fbr them to
exercise their own full intellectual and creative potential than
to be simply providers of people's ideas.

This vastly oversimplifies a complex set of relationships bet-
ween learning and social am. political change but has implica-
tions for donor NGO relations as it is a source of tension in
terms of what can be or cannot be funded. For example, we

would say that it is sometimes better to provide more general
programme suport to an NGO than to fund a specific delivery

programme only. We should build up the capacity of the NGOs

to become less dependent just as we build up local instituttons
or individuals." (p 16-17)

Then by Serge Wagner.
"In neither North or South has adult eoucation received

the recognition it deserves. It is still the 'poor relative' of the
educational system. This fact manifests itself m the policy of
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international development agencies: the contribution to adult
education is considerably less than to formal education. Pro-
motion of adult education must be given priority, both within
the aid agencies and in the educational structures of the Third
World We must influence people other than those already con-
vinced!

These promotion efforts should take place at a political level,
and reach responsible decision-makers at top level in ministries
of education in Third World governments, and on the boards
of international aid agencies in donor countries. Adult educa-
tion ought to become a development priority (definitely not
th case at the moment).

'Trans- sectoral' promotion should actively take place. There
is a relationship between adult education and many other
aeveloment sectors such as agriculture, environment, health
and population, women. Representatives of other sectors
should become aware of adult education as a crucial factor,
and given support when introducing educational components
in their sector programmes.

Finally government involvement in educational program-
mes must increase. Of course a balance should be struck bet-
ween an augmented government role and a respect for local

hch this increased involvement by the state is
necessary and inevitable, which see the spread of general
education of' the young in the 19th and 20th centuries!
Defenders of adult education would also benefit from liberating
themselves from certain false contradictions . eg. work through
local NGOs vs state intervention, international assistance to
NGOs 'rather than' aid vi:_ bilateral programmes which too
often poison relations, and hamper development in this sec-
tor " (p 14-15)
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Empowerment in Action

-411b
table talk on Popular Theatre

between Honor Ford Smith, Jamaica

Taka Mudariki, Zir thabwe
Faruque Ahmed, Bangladesh

Honor

I work mainly with a group of
women called Sistren We are
primarily using drama as a
means of evoking people's
consciousness of then- own
situation and as a means of
reflecting on that situation We
have workshops with small
groups of people were concerns
are generated by our group
working with the women We
also make larger presentations
based on these experiences that
have been evoked, molded Into
some kind of theatrical
presentation to a "general
public audience", or moved
around the country, performed
from community to community

Another level has been in
trying to build up the alliance
between popular theatre workers
and cultural workers both in the
Caribbean and within the
country Although my own work
has been very much oriented
around the question of women
and the articulation of then-
problems and trying to change
some of their difficulties we
are now trying to work with
other popular theatre groups,
aiming at other sectors like
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youth and the aged We are also
trying to link with groups and
organisations spread out around
the Caribbean, to work out
som kind of methodology of
collective creation, which uses
our own traditional language. as
a language of expression, but
which suggests alternative ways
of thinking about actors,
thinking about the drama,
thinking about dance

Taka

I work for Zimfep which is
involved in promoting education
and work, adult education and
community-based theatre

Community-based theatre is
the link that helps us to bring
education and people together
The project started in 1981 as a
result of the lessons learnt
during the liberation struggle,
where theatre was very much
used to mobilize people, to boost
morale, especially during the
hardsnips in the camps So after
independence it was felt that we
needed to create new forms of
culture, to carry on the rather
unsysteraanc experiments that
were started in the war We had

no professionally trained people,
so activists from Kenya were
invited, where they /Ngugi wa
Thiongo and others/ had the
experience of organizing
community education

The first project they
undertook when they came to
Zimbabwe was to organize a
musical drama on the Trial of
Dedan Kaman /a freedom
fighter during the so called Mau
Mau war/. They recruited
peasants, workers and students
to take part After a month of
training they toured throughout
the country and it was a very
big success.

Our emphasis at the moment
is to train teachers in using
theatre and drama as a tool for
education, to train workers in
drama as a tool for organizing
themselves and for mobilizing
other workers to take an active
part in trade union affairs
Thirdly we are using theatre as
a tool for adult education
programmes, especially among
extension workers



Fanique

I work in an organisation called
Proshika We hake been
working for about 11 years Our
programmes relate to organizing
the landless and the small
peasants in Bangladesh We also
develop relevant educational
materials to develop their
capacity for leaderhip, collective
action, and problem solving

We try to see the possibilities
of indigenous cultural media as
a means for promoting that kind
of education We try to link up
with our rich tradition of
culture Inititally we thought of
organizing popular theatre by
forming a group of cultural
activists who would then go
around different places but we
gave up that idea because, if
you did that, the creative
capacity of people would not be
generated We would still be
outsiders and not remain in the
community

Our approach became
developing the capacity of the
poor themselves to produce then
drama, using their own
resources and talents. We found
that they have a vast reserve of

talents In the beginning we
were somewhat daunted by the
fact that the participants were
illiterate and Mei efore not able
to be expressive in dramatic
form which would require a
certain level of skill in literacy

to read a script, remember a
dialogue and all these things
We found that they were much
more vocal and they did not
need the help of a script,
precisely because they drew the
themes of the drama from their
life situation, t: 'y told their own
stories, their ow, problems,
their issues, using their own
dialects, the local language

This has become a major
activity in Bangladesh for us,
and other groups are also
interested Our present work is
to link up with different groups
and share experiences, and also
to develop the level of artistry in
the drama Before we did not
pay any attention to that, but
now when they have gone
through this experience and
gained confidence they feel they
want to learn more about the
artistic elements But most of all

find that this kind of drama
is leading up to social action

I can give you an example
In Bangladesh the banks for

giving rural credits are very
corrupt If you don't pay a
certain amount you won't get
loans, and all this kind of thing.
One popular theatre group in a
village took up this issue From
all these people who had
suffered from the process of
taking loans they got a story and
presented it in the form of
drama, performed in front of the
bank What happened was that
the bank was closed, and the
people from Dhaka came to
investigate, and the manager
was sacked. So this has a power
of exposing corruption and
injustice, and thereby sometimes
preventing it It is a tremendous

power that popular theatre can
have if it is linked with
organisation building

Taka

Certainly I see that this is a
powerful tool, for giving people
power It has all the elements
that good adult education is all
about

In Zimbabwe we have no
tradition of formalized theatre,
except a few groups here and
there who were trying to
emulate the Western type of
theatre during the colonial days.
Our new programme today is

giving rise to quite a large
number of groups a women's
group, a domestic workers'
group, and we also work with
co-operatives We have created
an umbrella body for all these,
because we found that doing
theatre without an
organisational base did not
work. For instance, depending
on extension workers only, did
not work because they would go
away, the group would be
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dispersed and would not meet
again until they organized
courses Now we are working
with organized groups Our
work is expanding and I think it
has caught the imagination of
many people They ha.e
suddenly discovered the ha.c
got a talent, that this is one way
in which they can also shim that
they are capable of doing
something creative But we are
still struggling with this and I
think that some kind of
exchange of information with
countries like Bangladesh and
Jamaica would be ery
beneficial to us.

Honor

I agree, I think that this kind of
exchange is very important, in
terms of building up both the
skills of people in the particulai
organisation, and also the way
we approach and analyse the
work itself. In the Caribbean we
have been tryin, to put together
various bits and pieces on the
approach to the whole question
Some examples of this are the
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movement that was started
Boal with the theatre of the
oppressed or 'ortim theatre,
where a problem is presented
and then interrupted by the
audience and c an he c hanged by
people who have a different
vision of how it should go, the
input of Latin American
playwrights like Enrico
',uen entura wno iti trying to
work out a whole new mode of
artistic production based on
collective creation, and the input
of some of the Er ghsh
educators. working in the field
of drama and education, who
ha'. e developed new techniques
and methods of negotiation
between teacher and student
Those are kind' of things we arc
looking at, plus our own
tradition of performance style,
extracting elements from that
which question the whole notion
of what theatre really is, or
where theatre begins and life
ends

Faruqur

We are trying to develop an
alternative strategy for
development which means we
are concerned about the equity
question social justice In
our country the small peasants
and the landless were all
marginalized and they are
excluded not only from the
development efforts of the
government but also from all the
resource bases that we have So
development to us means for the
poor to assert their rights, to get
organized and claim what is due
to them Development is not
technocratic in out case, that is
handing out money and
technology to them, and they do
something with it That may
have to be done, but the
internal capacity for them to get
organized and articulate their

3 u

problems and do something
about them themselves is an
important thing To do that we

as an external agency
pro\ icle educational and training
inputs, credit input, skill
building input

For example, if a women's
organisation wants to take up
some income-generating aLtmty,
say fishing, we will provide
them with skill building facilities
and we will provide them with
redit But we won't stop at

that, we move on into the
emancipatory process They ask
questions about their status in
society What are the reasons for
their oppression and what can
they do about it

The main issue for women in
Bangladesh is dowry, and the
oppression related to dowry
This problem can be presented
in a much more emotional form
through a drama than, for
instance, through a lecture
which, no matt( r how well
written it is, can't come
anywhere near a well presented
draina And we have found that
when the women present it to



other \\ omen's ()pulsations,
they (an qui( kly come to a
consensus 110V% to '' I DI alIla
dots not Shp as a iecicational
ac tivity, it leads up to social
action WC has e found women
organumg to prevent doss ry and
they sometimes arrange
marriages without (fowl-)

Honor

This is a set', impol tam
element, paint idarly for us in
our countries at our particular
stage, \\ hew theatre and
organisation has seemed to be
able to ( rocs barriers whic h
traditional political organisations
just have not been able to deal
with So what we have is a ness
place for culture in political
thinking Culture is, if you like,
the first phase of consciousness
raising, a partic ular way of
bringing together consciousness
and action People who are set-)
resistent to traditional forms of
political organisation, es en
cynical about it, resistent to
certain issues because of their
politic al bias, can somehow be
integrated into a new was of
seeing those issues through the
cultural mode

Faruque

As popular theatre has been
found to he such a powerful
tool, I would like to bring up
the issue of «mption

This media is under people's
control and they can do
whatever they want to do with
it It is a kind of newspaper lot
them Here is a media in their
hands now, which they can use
fOr proje(ting their own issues to
a wider audience, to themselves
and others If you think of all
other media that are not
accessible to them, not
presenting their problems, we

felt that this was quite an
empowering pro( VS', WC found
that this was a het' and elle( use
tool for adult ethic bon and for
( 011M ientanon, which did not
depend vety much on an
external agenc y

Because of this it I ins the risk
of being «mined, if it is used for
a talk-down message Through
popular theatre you can gise a
message to people, instead of
people using popular theatre for
gis ing their message to others
So I find a danger here that
many government and non-
gos eminent organisations see
theatre as a means for delisering
their message, and then it
becomes a tool for control

I think that popular theatre
activists and cultural workers
must be very sensitive about this
Issue, so that this media can
play its proper role and be kept

the hands of the poor, for
t ieir own development, for
thing it as a media for
articulation For they don't hase
any access to other media, this
is the only media the\ hase

Ta4a

Yes, I think that this is an
important point to note I also
think that we should promote
popular theatre' as a way of
spending leisure

If you come to Harare oil a
Sunday you will feel very sorry
when you see all these domestic
workers on the road, listening to
packaged music which we are
all victims of, even the petty
bourgmsie and there is
nothing very creative in what
they are doing And then you
have those who go to soccer
which is another form of
packaged entertainment So I
think that popular theatre can
be a very useful tool for helping
people to use their leisure time

(teat's els' In that process they
\s ill des elop

Honor

I n our context IA, e this
uu redible bombardment of T V
non-stop, from the United States
in particular We can turn on
T V in St Vincent in the
Caribbean and be told that
temperature is now zero degrees
and when you walk outside it is

95 Weather reports may not be
all that important, but it brings
out the whole contradiction
Theatre is not as "efficient" a
medium, in the sense that it
does not reach as many people
as T V does, but it allows us
some kind of margin of being
able to explore our own cultural
frame of reference

And it is a two-way medium,
it does allow people to talk back
There is a lot more of
participation than in closed
media forms like T V video etc.
So I think that is a point in
favour of its humanness and its
potential for allowing a more
complete sense of the society in
which we live, and it has that
very strong integrative capacity

But I don't think theatre
exists in isolation from anything
else, you must see the whole
thing in relation to a number of
questions in relation to the
concerns that people themselves
are trying to express, in relation
to some kind of theory of where
we are trying to get to, and how
the contradictions in our own
situation affect us People must
hase the skills to express their
own needs but I think that we
also have to develop some kind
of understanding of how change
works, what some of the forces
are that we as people must gain
control over, how power
operates in our particular
socety, how ownership affects
us, so on
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NGOs

Many participants at the Kungalv conference pointed out that
this was the first time NGOs from different parts of the world
had come together as NGOs to discuss issues of mutual interest
with people normally sitting on the other side of the negotiating
table, be they called donors, partners in development, fun-
ding agencies or whatever.

Here it might be useful to give a short presentation of the
NGOs, the role they play in the field of international develop-
ment in general, and adult education in particular, against a
historical background by Budd H--til of ICAE in his conference

paper:
"In the age oflarge and relatively well-known governmen-

tal and inter-governmental development assistance agencies
it may be useful to recall the days not so many years ago when
these agencies did not exist. Many of our bilateral agencies
are quite young, some 10 yea' s old, a few 20 years old and
very few more than 30 years old. Even the entire United
Nations system is a modern project, an institutionalized hope
of a better world created after WWII.

in Canada, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, the Federal
Republic of Germany and most likely in other western nations,
it was the non-governmental agencies which created the con-
cepts of international cooperation or solidarity. In many coun-
tries committees of citizens' organizations or NGOs were
responsible for channelling development assistance funds from
the governments before state structures were put into place.
The earliest efforts of course were often linked to notions of
charity or even religious conversion. But the history of develop-
ment assistance also draws heavily on efforts from the begin-
ning of this century by the trade union movements, the inter-
national cooperative movement, the librarians and such
organizations as the YWCA.

The historic role of non-governmental groups at the origin
of what by now are large and sophisticated bureaucracies
should come as no surprise. Voluntary organizations, citizens'
groups, popular asssociations, and people's organizations have

always been in the forefront of social innovations and political
change. The social contract between the people of a nation and
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It is of critical importance
to note that the Brandt
Commission has not made
strong mention of the role
of non-governmental
organizations or of the role
of adult education in the
Programme for Survival,

although they have urged
support of UNESCO's
efforts to promote literacy
and the need for public

education

the state which is put in place to serve the people often includes
the permanent existence of these popular and democratic struc-
tures.

What is of interest to us, however, is the growth in the number
of NGOs of all kinds. kcal, national, regional and interna-
tional working in the field of international cooperation and
solidarity.

I find the term The Third Forum to be a useful way of think-
ing about the proliferation of non-governmental structures,
a collective way of describing this phenomenon. The Interna-
tional Foundation for Development Alternatives was the
organization which first introduced the term to us some years
ago The concept refers to the fact that in the past 25 years
there have been two major fora in international development
assistance: the multi- lateral forum and the bilateral forum.

The Third Forum represents the multitude of non-
governmental coalitions, small groups, networks, development
NGOs at all levels in all parts of the world.

The literally thousands of NGOs (The Economic and Social
Commission of the United Nations has a list of over 20,000
NGOs) have begun to strengthen links between themselves
in their own nations, to build links within sectors (such as adult
education), to create partnerships between other partners in
the South, to link up with communities in the North and in
general to provide a source of remarkable energy and diversi-
ty. Collectively one could easily assert that the momentum in
terms of innovation in either social transformation or economic
and social development lies quite firmly on this side of the spec-
trum.

In the face of in itable growing pains in the life of our
United Nations system and the sometimes contradictory nature
of bilateral assistance which can become lodged in the political
games of our besieged globe, the relatively efficient and people-
focused nature of the NGOs has looked much more attractive
in recent times. Our bilateral agencies have channelled more
funds through NGOs in their own country and through or to
NGOs in the South. The UN system has expanded their use
of NGOs and even the larger financing agencies such as the
IBRD have been exploring and experimenting with NGOs.

As is easily apparent, there are a wide variety of NGOs.
The term covers small village level organizations with no paid
staff, to national level organizations operating in 7,000 8,000
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villages. There are regional NGOs operating across continents
m- sub-continents and international NGOs operating on world
wide levels. They are organized in as many ways as human
beings can imagine They can be sectoral, integrative, action
oriented, research hased, educational bodies, policy organiza-
tions, politically focused or any combination of the above'
Importantly for our discussions, they are also found in both
the North and the South

How does one account for the revived interest in the NGOsr)
At the risk of oversimplification it may be useful to review the
characteristics of a majority of these structures:

People-centred
There is an emphasis in most of these organizations on the
quality of human relationships say, for example, between the
people working in the office in Stockholm and the people in
the project in Tanzania or Mozambique. An emphasis is almost
always placed on participation of people in planning and
implementing of projects. People and their creativity are seen
as central to any kind of development.

Flexible
In a smaller organization it is easier to respond to changes in
needs in the country or community which is a partner This
ability to respond to changing conditions is seen by many as
a key to success in cooperation work. The very diversity of
ways of working within NGOs is a strength. An unbureaucratic
spirit is strongly felt in most NGOs.

Democratic
Support to NGOs is often support to democratic structures
in both the North and the South This has been especially noted
in Latin America during the 1970s and 80s as support for
popular education through NGOs has played a strong role in
the struggle to regain democracy in Peru, Brazil and Argen-
tina. The same can be said of support to NGOs in the North
and on a global scale to regional and international NGOs

Cost-effective
Compared with tither multi-lateral or bilateral development
assistance the NGOs have a proven record as implementers
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-NGOs have played a very
important role in highlighting
the negative consequences

of the model of
development being pursued
in the countr,

of solid work at relatively low costs. The strong motivation
of the staffs in these organizatons in fact sometimes leads to
severe underpaying and overwork as part of this effectiveness.

Constituency-building
In the North, support to an NGO is also a way of building
public and political support for internation-' development
asistance across the country. In the South it builds links to the
donor country at a personal level in a way that large scale
bilateral aid seldom does. Public education of the population
in the North about international issues is critical to maintain-
ing political support for international cooperation.

NGOs are semetim-!s supported by governments and other
agencies because they are seeking the self-reliant and
democratic forms of government which the NGOs represent.
But there are also conservative forces in many of our western
nations which favour the use of private rather than public
organizations. The conservative forces suggest that the govern-
ment is too big, too involved in the affairs of the nation. The
solution is to put a bigger portion of social and economic activi-
ty into the hands of private organizations. In fact the volun-
tary organization has often been relied on by conservative
governments to pick up the pieces which fall between the holes
in the social security net. Prior to the creation of the welfare
stat-!, poverty and its related characteristics such as poor health
and illiteracy, were left to the consciences of the wealthy. In
present times passing activities once done by a government
department to an NGO, may mean a cost savings because the
NGO is never given the same funds to carry out the task the
government used. There is the obvious danger that NGOs can
be seen as a "cheap solution" to development, leaving more
fund 'r support to business or other concerns.

For these and other reasons a continuing vigilence and ten-
sion, most likely a healthy tension, exists in the non-
governmental/governmental partnership." (p 2-6)

Let us see how healthy this tension might seem from the South
point of view. First a voice from Chile:

"The increase in such organizations can be attributed, at
least in part, to the particular characteristics of the state in many
Third World countries. In fact, the imposition of economic
liberalism as defined by the economists of the Chicago School
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has meant that the state has abandoned its responsibility for
and role in social development. It has maintained its function
as guarantor of the social order through oppression, thus
creating a climate in which hegemonie economic groups an
maximize their profits. This policy has created a vacuum and
hence a space in which promotion organizations have been
created to support oppressed groups in their search for the
fulfillment of their basic human needs.

On the other hand, the state, when involved in local develop-
ment, has been accused of being inefficient. Its actions fre-
quently do not respond to the needs of the popular sectors.
The state is viewed as inflexible, bureaucratic and expensive
The state is insensitive to local spending issues arid its func-
tioning maintains a social distance from local groups such that
distrust and inertia, often measured by a lack of participation,
exists.

Promotion oganizations (POs) interviewed in Peru, Bolivia
and Chile concurred that their principal objective is to insert
themselves in specific local realities through the solving of con-
crete problems; this enables them to create the conditions for
a new type of development that is from the bottom to the top.
These promotion agencies are characterized by the value they
place on local creativity and initiative, often demonstrated by
support for the recovery of traditional ways; the development
of native cultures; the documentation of popular knowledge;
and the recognition of people's technology that has resolved
some of the issues of survival and subsistence, for example,
a technology that is simple, cheap to produce and that requires
an intensive use of human labour.

A central tenent or value guiding the work of the POs is
participation and popular organization. Moreover, the
benefactor of a project should be at once the subject of the action
and the conductor of its development. The relationship bet-
ween the external agent, the member of the promotion agen-
cy, and the local community should be based on dialogue and
sharing. The imposition of ideas and paternalistic attitudes
must be set aside. Decision making within the project and
ultimately its evaluation must involve the active participation
of all concerned. All institutions emphasized that their activities
should be part of the complex, multifaceted and dynamic pro-
cesses unfolding in local communities. As a result of this, the
work of these promotion organizations cannot be reduced to
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temporary, specific and limited projects. A system of program-
mes is preferred, that is, a complex set ofactivities that extend
in time and that are flexible and adaptable to new situations,
not to mention the ever changing local reality." (Vio Grossi
p 13-15)

Rajesh Tandon says that in his country, India, NGOs have
three main functions:

' '1 First of all NGOs have been able to bring to national
attention issues or concerns of development which neither the
government nor the political parties were able to bring, eg.
the concerns of women. The state nevcr brought that out,
neither the political parties, it was the NGOs, the Women's
organizations that did that. The whole issue of environment,
deforestation, pollution, destruction, issue of occupational
health and safety, issue of displacement due to development
projects, including dams, issue of linkage between migration
and development of slums in our cities, question of the green
revolution technology, negative consequencies of that a
series of issues which were neither brought to the national
debate or attention by the state or its departments nor the
political parties. So this is a very important role the NGOs
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have played, particularly highlighting the negative consequen-
cies of the model of development being pursued in the country

2. Secondly, to highlight the concerns of these sec tut s of the
population who are very marginalized which are not politically
strong in the country. These are the tribals, the women, the
landless labourers, the nomads, the pavement dwellers in cities
like Bombay. Their concerns, their special 'equirements were
brought into the national visibility by the work of NGOs among
them. Neither the government and its development arm, nor
the political parties were working with these sectors. Because
they are not important political vote banks, they don't matter
in the counting of votes.

3. NGOs ha\ . in a limited micro-setting experimented with
solutions to some of the pressing social and economic problems
of the country. The whole model of village level health worker
and the primary health care concept were experimented by
NGOs. The design and installation of the Indian hand pump
was done by NGOs. Creative design and acceptence of bio-
gas, or alternative energy sources, have been done by NGOs.
Interesting social aforestation programmes have been done by
NGOs. Innovative solutions to problems of the production of
literacy learning materials, methodology of training,
methodology of research, alternative employment oppor-
tunities for poor rural women, alternative housing design using
local materials, have been done by NGOs. The innovation and
experimentation of any of these issues came from NGO work
in a micro way, although many of them have been developed
by the state, and have become state policy.

So in looking at all these roles, we see that the NGOs are begin-
ning to represent a third sector different from the state, dif-
ferent from the corporative sector, different from the party,
and the strength of the NGO is in its commitment and in its
flexibility. So while I don't believe, at least not in the Indian
context and in many of the Asian countries, that the state will
be done away with - the state will remain therefore the bulk
of the responsibility for development has to be borne by the
state. The state can't use the NGOs as a cheap substitute for
what is its own moral and political responsibility. But I think
that the NGOs need to continue to play these three roles,
because the state can't play them." (interview)
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Our partners can have
visions and models and then

the facts can start coming."

The Roles We Play

international interaction

In the field of international adult education there are a number
of actors, who interact with each other, although they have
more or less distinct roles to play. Sometimes they have several
roles, depending in what light or from what angle they are seen.

It might be useful first of all to make a distinction between
North and South, that is, industrial countries of Europe, North
America, plus Japan and Australia and Israel on the one hand,
and Third World countries on the other. In the international
context resources flow from the North to the South to
counterbalance the flow of raw materials and profits going in
the other direction in international trade.

Money for international development assistance is deter-
mined by governments in the North, in some kind of dialogue
or negotiations with governments in the South, at least draw-
ing up the framework. Governments in the North do not,
however, hand over money directly to governments (ministries)
in the South, but normally work through some kind of inter-
national development agency, which then becomes a "donor"
(agency).

Guided by political decisions, donors can also work through
other organisations, both in their own country and in other
countries. This is, at least so far, a much smaller undertaking
than either bilateral or multilateral aid.

NGOs in the North can either run projects and program-
mes in the field, in cooperation with various local bodies, or
they have sister organisations with whom they are in close con-
tact. They often must have links with ministries in the South
to be able to carry out their work.

Influencing all these actors in the North is the public at large,
both as tax payers, voting for parties that pursue a develop-
ment policy they can support, as members of various NGOs,
and as voluntary contributors to fundraising campaigns etc.
Without support of public opinion, none of this would be possi-
ble. So there is a constant feedback of information from the
field, both through the NGOs and through media, sometimes
backed up by donor agencies (giving travel grants to journalists,
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film makers, text book writers, grants to materials production,
etc. )

Governments in the South may have a coordinating office
for all development assistance coming in, whatever the sour( e,
to be divided among various ministries fOr adult education
work in the field. They also give grants to NGOs for their adult
education activities

Finally the "field" itself, that is, people in the Third World
country who are to benefit from all this.

Hovering in between are a number of international and
regional bodies, acting as clearing houses for ideas and infor-
mation, having contacts with everybody concerned both in the
South and in the North. There are special adult education
organizations like 1CAE with its world-wide scope, or continen-
tal umbrella organisations such as CEEAL in Latin America.
There are international federations like the International
Cooperative Alliance (ICA) and the Red Cross, running their
own relief or remedy programmes all over the world.

Traditionally the relationship between organizations in the
North and organizations in the South has been one of donor-
recipient, the donor giving aid to various receivers. This pater-
nalistic (or maternalistic the donor often being based in a
former "mother country") approach has eventually become
outdated and undesirable. "Aid" has given way to "coopera-
tion", and "donors" want to be "partners". As Budd Hall
pointed out in his paper this may obscure things

''My own feeling after many years of this kind of work is
that I would rather work with donne s or intermediary agen-
cies in a straightforward and honest way which recognizes the
power relationships for what they are and does not pretend
to be something else We can respect the principles and ways
of working of people in government agencies without having
to put all of us in a kind of fantasy world of partnership which
actually obscures our actual roles. On the other hand one needs
to be very careful not to pre-Judge or underestimate the
individual commitment of people who may work in quite une-
qual types of organizations." (p 16)

On the other hand they should not he looked upon as
separate entities operating as totally independent bodies
Rather as a chain:

''The aid chain fin- adult education and development is one

of the few examples which show that international solidarity
is feasible. The links of this chain can be found in every region
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NORTH

governments
ministries

of the globe and in chit_ rent geographic and social locations.
The base groups or 'beneficiaries', on one nand, and the donors
on the other, make up the extremes of this chain. In the agen-
cies of international assistance and cooperation, private or
governmental, (AIA) in th( North, and the promotion
organizations (PO) in :1.e South, are found in the middle of
the chain. Their commitment to the cause of the oppressed
people of the world and a common methodology for action
unites them (Vio Grossi pl)

international/regional NGOs
(IC,AE, CEAAL, ICA etc.)

donors
,SIDA, NORAD,
CIDA etc.)

intermediaries
(DVV, HIVOS, etc.)

constituency
public opinion

SOUTH

governments
ministries

NGOs
(POs)

"the field"
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Donors

At the Kungalv «mterence the
following donors were present
CIDA, Canada
DANIDA, Denmark
FINNIDA, Finland
ODA, UK
NORAD, Norway
SIDA, Sweden

In the sense of channelling fund'
from governments for
development efforts the
Commonwealth Secretariat is
a' regarded as a donor, while
organizations like the British
Council, NOVIB, HIVOS, DSE
and DSV are treated as funding
agencies, occupying an
intermediary position

Not everybody working with
these organizations will accept
the term "donor'', at least not
without qualifications Here is a
dissenting voice

"I don't myself appreciate the
expression donor With that
tomes a whole package, I would
say, of things you can relate
donor to aid, to charity, to a
very old humanitarian approach
tJ international cooperation So,
even if I've used that concept
myself I would prefer to
talk about CIDA as an
haernational cooperation
agency Because I share a lot of
the analysis that has been done,
saying that the international
relations are such that the
leveloped countries drain
resources from the Third World
countries, and only a small part
of these resource,; are then re-
transferred through the channels
of international «»peration
That process appears to me not
as a relation from donor to
reap.,;. , but a process of
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pal natty go, ing back what has
been taken But neither no, sell
nor other people participating in
this conference can reorgamie (ii
restruc ture what already exists
So I have to admit that within
that general system I'm sitting
on one side of the table, and 1
have to assume that
responsibility and that role Bin
I p-eft.r to be called a
representative of an agency of
international cooperation and
not a donor (Beaulieu,
interview)

After this being said, we can
move on to the general question
how these donor agencies
distr.bute funds for international
adult .duration work They
don't implement programmes
and projects they support, but
channel funds to executing
agencies through three different
channels In the ease of CIDA

"There is the multinational
channel Je support
programaws of the UNDP, we
support programmes of
UNESCO, and the International
Institute for the Planning of
Education for example does
some work in adult education
that is financed by UNESCO
and in addition to the support
we give UNESCO we give
support to the IIPE There is
the Commonwealth Fund for
Technical Cooperation, and
that's supported by our
mutlinational programme

A i w bilateral level the
appl,,:.ch is more integrated By

that I mean that adult education
will be a component of sec toral
proj«ts, in agriculture and
forestry eg , instead of being a
sector by itself That is really

dtthutthe, hecausc it can 1111; All
that instead of having just a kw
projects in adult edm anon all
the 1 400 projects there are
1,400 projects supported by
CIDA all these projects will
have an adult education
omponent, but unfortunately

by using this approach it means
that adult education will lose a
certain visibility And when a
problem crops up in a project,
when there is a shortage of
money, depending on the
orientation of the director, the
adult education component that
had been planned can disappear
progressively, if the project is
managed by someone who is not
completely convinced of the
importance of adult education
There are some important
projects in adult education at the
bilateral level but the
t ranssec toral approach may
diminish the visibility of these
programmes

At the NGO level, there are
200 NGOs in Canada
specializing in international
cooperation supported by
CIDA There are about 1,500
institutions in Canada that
receive some support, and a lot
of them are involved in adult
education I'm thinking of all
the cooperatives, a lot of coops
in Canada receive special
support for their programmes of
international cooperation. And a
lot of the are programmes of
training and formation; and
some people working in coops in
Third World countries come and
work for a while in Canada
that kind of exchange Most
universities and colleges in
Canada have their own
programmes of interrelation
with universities and colleges in
Third World countries They
most of the time use that kind of
programme for training and
seminars, related to adults So
in the NC:0 sector there are also



lots of programmes in adult
educ ation There's also the
"INGO piogramme,
supporting the ICAE, the
CUM., and the Afrudn Council
of Adult Education by a three
year programme That started
three years ago, and it's now
under es aluation I think that
CIDA is quite pleased, and I
have no Indic anon that this
support v ,:i be dImmished 01
eliminated (Beaulieu,
interview)

In the «mleren«e paper on
Swedish support to adult
education programmes, SIDA
similarly states three different
types of adult education
assistance

-Through the Educ anon
Division, national adult
education programmes, in
particular literacy /post-litei ac y
programmes, are supported in a
couple of countries This
assistance is granted to the
Ministry in charge, usually the
Ministry of Education, for
planning and nnplementamn on
a national scale In 1984/85 the
Educ at Division supported
adult education programmes
with a total of SEK 37 million

During re«mt years SIDA is

f upportmg an increasing
number of integrated
development projects These
projects which should be based
on the active participation of the
people concerned will necessarily
have to include a number of
mobilizing and educ anon
activities for adults These
education activities range from
consciousness-raising to the
transfer of certain tee hniques,
from literacy to village
leadership training. The
programmes are specific ally
planned to fit into a particular
development project They are
concentrated to restricted
geographic areas -
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Putting people firQr

Another substantial part of
SIDA's aid directed to adult
education programmes is
channelled through NGOs

A large number of Swedish
missionary organizations are
supporting literacy and other
non-formal adult education
programmes as part or their
pillage developmen, or general
education projects In financial
terms, however, the two most
Important NGOs involved in
adult education are the Trade
Union and the Cooperative
Movement Technical and
financial support is provided to
Third Work mons and
cooperative unions/societies to
enable then to -lut ate and
mobilize their members through
consciousness-raising campaigns,
literacy classes and courses in
basic book-keeping, employment
legislation etc

In 1984/85 approximately 43
MSEK were spent on adult
education through NGOs
(SIDA p 2-3)

harambee denendeh

Another method is using a
main ''intermediary for
assisting adult education efforts
in the Third World In Great
Britain ODA says that

"The main channel for
providing aid to education is
through the British Council,
although certain cf the major
British voluntary agencies
(OXFAM, CATHOD,
Christian Aid and the Save The
Children Fund) are also
Important in the adult education
sector since they are major
partners of ODA under the
.Joint Funding Scheme Under
this scheme the ODAn matches

usually on a 'Pound for
Pound' basis - contributions
made by British voluntary
agem les to long term
development projects The four
agencies mentioned above
receive annual allocations under
this scheme and submit
quarterly lists with brief details
of the projects who h they have
financed wang the money. The



education projects are usually
quite small -in 1985/86 38 adult
education projects were financed
at a cost to the scheme of some
£120,000 3 5% of the money
available to these agencies under
the scheme (Dobson p 3)

Nearly all donors concerned,
stress that in choosing one
channel or the other, one
method or the other, it is never
a matter of either-or Possibly
with the exception of the
Commonwealth Secretariat
which states that

"Since the Commonwealth
Secretariat is a government
organization our dealings with
developing member countries is
the governments In this respect
NGOs from any member
country wishing to deal with us
must go .nrough their parent
government ministries If, on
the other hand, the
Commonwealth Secretariat
wants to identify an NGO for a
particular need, the necessary
contacts will be made through
the government." (Mbiti p 5)

They point out that the
different approaches have their
inherent advantages and
drawbacks, but that the choice is
not entirely free, as they can
only rerpond to requests from
various quarters.

"In our programme countries
the choice between governments
and NGOs is very simple
Because if 'hey (governments in
programme countries) want to
have Swedish support for their
efforts in enhancing adult
education, we usually give it, at
least we start a dialogue to see if
we can find common terms of
cooperation Unfortunately not
so many of our programme
countries have asked us to
support their adult education
activities Last year only 11% of
the budget for education was
allocated for adult education In
order to stimulate Swedish
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NGC3 and in order to reach a
much greater number of
countries there arc 17
programme countries and in
order also to reach the
grassroots in a better way than
some governments are able to
do, we also teel that aid thorugh
the Swedish NGOs is
important " (SIDA, interview)

In other instances
Mozambique or Guinea-thssau
there is no choice, as there are
no NGOs in the country to work
with, the state (or the party)
being in complete control of all
development efforts

There are also things the state
can do that the NGOs cannot.
Nelly Stromquist puts it this
way

"The state is supposed to be a
neutral vehicle for the
articulation of citizens' interests
and the distribution of
resources Because of its large
size and relative stability
compared to other social
institutions, the state is expected
to be able to carry out
comprehensive actions since
ministries and local offices tot.cii
many parts of the national
territory, the state, in principle,
is capable of carrying out
massive projects, with almost
nationwide coverage Its
national budget should allow :or
th- implementation of large-
scale projects or at least of
projects that will be in effect
over several years Its personnel,
on the average much better
educated than the rest of the
population, are supposed to
represent competent human
resources capable of transmitting
to other social groups the skills
and support necessary to
undertake development efforts
Another feature of the state is
that, since it proceeds according
to national development plans,
then the various activities it
undertakes, including adult

education, can be coordinated
with a maximum of impact and
a minimum of was.e As to
proximity to target populations

i e , the poor sectors of the
population, peasants, women
the assumption is made that the
state represents their interests
and that these subjects indeed
see the state as a supportive
actor (p 7)

Stromquist goes on to say that
from

the donor agency's
purspectives, one of the
advantages of dealing with the
state is that of dealing with
stable institutions with well-
identified chains of command
and responsibility These
features are lacking in NGOs
and will pose problems as more
funds are disbursed to them "
(13 18)

As it turns out, this is aLo the
main channel for support of
adult education programmes,
despite the fact that many
people in the field feel that there
are many disadvantages working
through the government channel

bureaucratic wrangling,
unflexible procedures etc. This
is how a CIDA spokesman put
It.

"If I have myself any
preference for one or the other

I'd have a preference for
the NGO approach But I would
not avoid the possibilities of
doing aduit education through
the other channels Because,
unfortunately, that's where the
mohey is About 35% of
CIDA's bursary goes to
multilateral, 40% to bilateral,
about 15% to NGOs And the
amount of money spent in the
bilateral channel won't change
dramatically for the next five
years, let's say, so even if I
would prefer the NGO approach
in adult education, I think it's
awfully important to try to
influence the bilateral
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programims in a was that more
money will he spent on adult
education

In my actual position at
CIDA I have to intervene more
in the bilateral programmes
Because the. agency is
organized on a matrix basis
You have the operational
branches and you hale the
service brans hes, and the
professional branches are servo e
branches So we respond to
requests we re,eive from the
operational branches And in the
NGO division, as far as the size
of their projects is concerned,
they are not really important
They can finance projects, say
from $50,000 to $500,000 So
the managers in charge of these
projects feel that they can handle
these projects without asking for
professional expertise But in the
bilateral programmes there you
have projects from 1 to 10
million When you plan projects
of that size you may need some
professional expertise, depending

bra

on the sector of activity of that
project, or depending on the
different components of your
project So the bilaterals may
ask us much more to intervene
and help them in the planning
of their projects That's why I'm
saying that I don't work much
actually with the NGO
progra mes I intervene in the
NGO s1 ctor when the projet t is
of a certain size, or when they
request us to give some
assessment of the projcct
(Beaulieu inters.Lw)

That is one aspect of the
matte, Another is that you
can't ;;eneralize either about
donors or NGOs, they are not
all the same

"We have different types of
government organizations, and
we should not put all of them in
one basket and all the NGOs in
another bask( (Beaulieu
interview)

Because thei re different
opinions within an agent y,
different visions 'if des( !opulent,

of the value of adult education,
different emphases on types of
adult education literacy.
income generating, vocational
etc which means that as an
individual officer I can
sometimes be in

a conflict situation
within my own organization,
that the people working in the
technical services for instance
are not ready to accept my view
of or my approach to
development, and that we are
ourselves fighting within our
own organization So CIDA
itself not being unique I'd
say can't present a point of
view that would he perfectly
clear (Beaulieu interview)

And there are so many
NGOs, and you can't confer all
the good qualities on all of
them, because

within 1,700
organizations you'll find the best
and the worst You have here
some really right-wing
organizations, but until now the
agency has not wanted to cut
these programmes, out of
respect for the autonomy of the
NGOs So, in the field of NGOs
you have really interesting
organizations, but organizations
with little expertise There are
dozens of associations of
professionals, like the Nurses'
Association, like the Teachers'
Association, they have one
programme here and there of
international cooperation, so
their secretariat has no corporate
memory These organizations
are more turned towards their
members in Canada We can't
say these professional
organizations are grassroot
oriented to any intervention in
Third World countries, because
it's not their objective Then
objective is first of all to serve
their members, but they have
th aght that they could develop
an interrelation with Third

4 5
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World organizations, saying that
NGOs are grassroot oriented
would not apply to all NGOs

And as we are talking of
grassroot orientation, I think we
should underline the fact that
many Canadian NGOs hale
never intervened directly in
Third World countries They
will receive requests, they will
support these requests or not,
according to their orientation,
k,,cir goals, their objectives, but
many of them will never send
anyone overseas They work on
the base of partnership,
corresponding with their
partners by mail, and the staff
has not developed any
knowledge of the existing
situation For sure some
organizations recruit some
people who have had an
experience with other
organizations, but we can't say
that these organizations,
intervening only in the area n.

financing, have grassroot
orientation They are not
present in the field Still, that's
a quality often recognized with

an NGO
There are many things you

can say in favour of the NGOs
but I have sometimes difficulties
in 'selling' them in the agency
itself, because of the question of
credibility What is c,Iten said is
that there is sometimes a lack of
professionalism NGOs have in
the past recruited students
coming directly from the
universities, having no
experience in the field of
expertise, and because they pay
lower salaries the NGOs can't
recruit the best professionals in
the different sectors of activity
Some NGOs lick certain
credibility." (Beaulieu
interview)

Nelly Stromquist underlines
the necessity for the NGOs to
establish routines to ensure
accountability, because if these
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are lacking there will be
problems if more funds ale
disbursed to them

"The possibility of fraud,
although not very high, is there
Anec todal information Indic ate,
that in certain countries, Sri
Lanka for instance, se%eral
unscrupulous persons are
'jumping the NGO bandwagon'
and setting up local groups with
scant community support, these
people reportedly do very little
work but trick donors into
believing that they are quite
active in the community The
proper identification of NGOs
should become therefore very
important and steps must he
taken to monitor their work and
weed out the incompetent or
false groups " (p 18)

But you must be able to trust
the NGOs, even when
procedures streamlined for
government-to-government work
can't be used effectively any
longer, especially when you
grant lump sums and don't go
into details how money is spent
Because that means that.

we lack information on
what is happening When I was
trying to compile the report on
what SIDA is doing in the field
of adult education, and I called
my colleagues in the NGO
division, they did not know
exactly They said, you had
better call the NGOs, but there
are many hundreds of them If

we choose to work through
NGOs we have to accept that
we will lose control and
information We have to trust
that something good is coming
out of it, and I think there is
(Rosengart, SIDA interview)

Anotner spokeswoman of
SIDA brought up a different
aspect on the situation in the
same interview

"What I thought was very
interesting in this experience,
when I started working at SIDA

in Nlii,ambique, w as to see how
SIDA w as complaining of the
ineffit lent y of the Mozambiquan
part in using the support, but
then I discovered that SIDA had
ac tually never informed or
trained the Mozambiquan
partners bow SIDA works
how you write reports and make
requests etc It was quite a long
struggle to make the
Mozarnbiquans understand how
SIDA works, how it is divided
into sections and what is
required, when that was more or
less achieved, and a lot of
progress hade been made there,
the obstacles within SIDA got
revealed That actually there
were a lot of bottlenecks within
SIDA that SIDA was not even
recognizing '7 (Lind)

But
'Tye seen the handbook of

the NGO division, and they
now try to state their relics very
dearly, and also they make the
rules much simpler than before,
so I think it's not impossible at
all for the NCOs to know the
SIDA requirements SIDA also
simplifies the whole process by
giving lump sums and support
big programmes, and we don't
go into detail like we did

before (Rosengart)
There are also instances when

a donor agency wants to bypass

the government for political
reasons, wanting to carry out
adult education activities among
the people, despite political
constraints

then working with
NGOs also becomes very
Important That is happening
now in Bang) where SIDA
is trying to finu more NGOs to
support, because of the
meffiency of the aid through the
government Other examples are
the situations in Chile and
South Africa, where SIDA gives
so called humanitarian support.
I mean it's not labelled,



education but it c an include
that It's important to keep that
channel open as well (SIDA
interview)

Finally
Few agencies of

international assistance can N Out
effecmely development
education in their own
countries Not enly (lees the
level of cons( k,usness
awareness of people in the North
remain low regarding the causes
of poverty and oppression in the
Third World, but also the
horizontal exchange from South
to North that should flow along
the aid chain is halted (Vio
Gross' p 23)

But SIDA maintains that
We can't do much more

than we actually are doing right
now in the field of informing
public opinion at home, but I
think that one reason for our

Inc I easing support of the NGOs
is that we want the NGOs to do
this information work And we
know that if they get involved, if
they get personal contact with
the NGOs in the developing
countries, that will give them a
lot of stimulation for information
work at home, among their
members, and also fund
raising (SIDA interview)

And in Canada the NGO
do 's'on within CIDA has got a
special programme called

PPP public
participation programme And
that is a programme directly
oriented towards the Canadian
public, and you can receive
support from that programme
for organizing seminars about
Third World countries in
Canada, organizing sp., 117erl

conferences, publishing articles
in reviews and newspapers,

Al "4
4.,

yr oduc ing softie specialiied
bulletin on international
cooperation any NGO, or
any international organization
like ICAE can receive some
specific support for activities
oriented towards the Canadian
public There's also the PR
department of CIDA that
produces every month a review
on different subjects CIDA
also broadcasts some movies and
slide -shows on development
cooperation, and anyone in any
school in Canada can use these
resources for free

CIDA also finances the
production of movies, with the
Radio Canada Corporation, and
there is a programme on
television e-,ei y week, called
North-South, that talks about
international cooperation, and
that is supported by CIDA
(Beaulieu interview)
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The Intermediaries

The NGOs both in the North and in the South are links in
the middle of the chain. This means they are pulled in various
directions, depending on the forces at play in the given cir-
cumstances. One of the groups described their situation in this
way:

"You have the donors at one end, quite often a big donor
such as SIDA or the German Ministry of Economic Coopera-
tion, or ODA; at the other end you have the beneficiaries or
the recipients or the partners, but in-between you have these
intermediary agencies, and they are quite frequently in a dif-
ficult situation.

From the donors' perspective they belong to the recipient
side, for the beneficiaries they belong to the donor side. So
they have a double role to play. Ir relationship to beneficiaries,
to partners in the Third World, be it governments or NGOs,
they are the partners and they cooperate and they are respon-
sible for on-going projects. They sit in one boat. But in rela-
tion to the donor they are completely dependent, while quite
frequently the partners in developing countries regard them
as being the donor.

We have to take into consideration that these intermediary
orgnizations are an entity by themselves, they are in the mid-
dle and the role they have to play is rather tricky. They have
no power in either direction, because they entirely depend on
a partnership with the recipient. Their programme is the pro-
gramme of the intermediary agency. If they want to fulfil their
task they depend on the beneficiaries completely. On the other
hand they are responsible for money, etc." (Muller, repor-
ting from groups)

More or less the same thing can bc said of the NGOs work-
ing in the South, what Vio Grossi calls Promotion Organiza-
tions:

"They are placed in a dilemma: On the one hand, they must
respond to the needs of the local communities, on the other
hand, they must fulfil the requirements of the international
assistance agencies. In other words, the POs constantly must
meet three objectives:

1. that the project be successful at a local level,
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2. that it will appear as such to the international assistance
agency, and

3. that this will guarantee continued project support, hence
survival as a promotion organization." (p 16)

"They sit in one boat" this is how Janny van Es describes
the common interests of NGOs when operating together in
the field:

"As to being both recipient and donor I'll talk about the
Latin American situation which I know best. I think that in
most cases the Latin American intellectuals who are running
alternative support centres for the grass roots groups, are very
much in the same position as we are, in the sense that they
are being seen by these groups as a foreign body. So I think
that on the one hand there is a grassroots movement, with the
various initiatives, and on the other there are people trying
to help them HIVOS with finance and in some cases with
consultancy and the local intermediate organization with
their capacity for assisting with training, with organization,
and also with financing, because they receive funds from us.
And I think in many cases our Latin American colleagues and
we are running a joint operation, for the grass roots groups."
(interview)

When it comes to receiving and transmitting funds, the flow
of grants, we can take Holland as an example:

"The money comes from the Dutch tax-payers and we res-
pond with the annual reports. The annual reports go to the
parliamentarians and if there are any doubts or questions they
are raised in Parliament after implementing a one year pro-
gramme. Once the funds are transmitted they become private
funds of each of the foundations or associations. We are really
very free to operate independently from the formal govern-
ment line.

The formal government line is also very interesting. As
various organization,. here have indicated, there is a tenden-
cy to ever more conservative governments. This is true for the
Dutch situation as well, but, the conservative Dutch govern-
ment is very much in favour of 'private initiative', so our
budget has been rising very steeply in the past few years. We
think in a sense that this is an irresponsibility on the part of
the Dutch govenment. Before, they assumed their own respon-
sibility for strengthening the position of the Third World coun-
tries on the world market on the one hand, and on the other
hand taking their part and their responsibility for the struggle
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against poverty. Now they have left the whole struggle to the
private organizations and we think that this is a very wrong
thing to do." (van Es, Interview)

To take her own organization as an individual, example,
this i.7, 1 ,ow HIVOS is funding their work:

"Our funds come from the Dutch government to a large
extent; I think 85 %. These funds are meant only for private
institutions in the Third World, so we don't normally work
with governments. We have also been funded by the
Humanistic League in the Netherlands, and by a humanistic
social welfare organization. The third constituent organiza-
tion is a fund that was financing the education of non-church
orphans, orphans for whom there were no facilities. This was
around 1900, 1920, and the fund was sitting in a bank, and
they offered us the interest of that fund; it was a two million
gilder fund, so the interest is quite considerable.

Now, these three constituent organizations form our
immediate background. Apart from that there are also con-
tributions from quite a few people who think it is very impor-
tant to support for instance, indigenous groups, and help them
strengthen their own culture and to survive as cultural entities.
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That is an important line, and for that line there is a lot of
support from the Dutch public." (van Es interview)

To make a comparison with Germany this is how Wolfgang
Leurner describes the position of DVV:

"I think our association is in quite a unique position within
the funding or sponsoring community, in that we are an NGO
on the one hand, and we are sort of deeply imbedded in our
own adult education system. We have to decide whether it
should be a remedial system, so that we try to integrate peo-
ple into the constraints of a society, or whether it should help
to become subversive, by using pedagogy as a subversive ele-
ment at the same time. Both directions are there and are
discussed in Germany

Because we have these terms of reference in Germany, we
are therefore regarded as a competent agency in the field of
adult education, and therefore receive quite a lot of funds from
the Ministry of Economic Cooperation, which in turn abstains
from creating a department on adult education in its 6 Ain donor
agency system. We are free to choose our partners
so called partners and most of the projects are of the bilateral
type." (interview)

At the other end, in the South, finances usually are attracted
from all sorts of sources, and those responsible for grants
management in the NGOs often have to spend a lot of time
on fundraising at the expense of other, in a sense more con-
structive or productive tasks, such as the actual field work, for
which they are trained. Here is an example from India:

"Quite a bit of our funding comes from international
sources, some from bilateral. agencies, mostly from interna-
tional private foundations. We try as a matter of principle to
raise some money from Indian sources, but at the present time
that does not amount to more than 10-15% of total costs. The
rest of it is money from the outside. Some of it comes through
joint projects or prog 'amines like the International Council,
but most of it comes from direct project funding from other
international sources.

The real problem is the type of resources available in a coun-
try like India. It is not that money is not available money
is available. The government has a lot of money. It is giving
a lot of money to NGOs, and there are government-sponsored
research funding organizations. There are various ministries
that have money available for research, training etc. But there
are two important reasons why it becomes difficult for an
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organization like us (PRIA) to get a lot of money from Indian
sources.

One is that, since most of the money is controlled by the
state, we need to decide that we have to initiate the kind of
work that will not openly or visibly be critical of the state, other-
wise that support will not be easy to come by Even in a
benevolent state like India, where there is much more political
space than let's say in Chile, even there, there is an increas-
ing trend which says that if you want money from us, then
you will have to behave.

This problem spreads in another way, and that is not so
direct. For exemple, massive amounts of money are available
in the country for social science research support, but when
we go to these institutions vs, ith a participatory research
methodology, then of course that's a different matter They
say that it is unscientific; it is not what should be done; it is
too ideological; it is not objective all these kinds of objec-
tions. Then we have very limited options. Either we play the
deception game we go along and tell them, no, no, we do
serious scientific research get the money and do whatever
we want. Which is not going to go on for long because they
will find out: or we try to convince them and influence them."
(Tandon interview)

The "deception game" can take many forms and disguises.
It is often felt to be both a moral and a practical strain for those
who get involved in it:

"In spite of the rhetoric of the agencies and the intermediary
funders, all of us who manage to survive and get funding have
to learn that the first question to ask is 'what do they fund?'
We will not waste our time working on a proposal or submis-
sion which does not fit the priorities of the funding agency.
This would not be so bad except that the priorities tend to shift
so often from area to area in both geographic terms and con-
tent terms.

For those of us who have worked to implement a planning
process that works from the ground up, this is contradictory
and leads to a sense of cynicism and distrust if not actual hostili-
ty at times!" (Hall p 14)

Here is a plea to get away from this insincerity, made by
Vio Grossi:

"We must make an effort to in Spanish we would say
sincere the relationship. When a relationship is determin-
ed by project funding, the funders' words are disregarded after-
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wards to meet the needs of the people. To quote an extreme
example: When Pinochet's wife goes to the urban slums to
deliver sewing-machines, I have seen women who take the
machines for themselves but reject the contents of the speech
of this lady. People are always ignoring funders' project criteria
in order to meet their own needs.

The same is happening with NGOs. Sometimes they take
the resources but they reject the speech; or the key words that
are fashionable. For instance there is now a fad to have pro-
jects on women on indigenous people, on ecology so peo-
ple who know these words they would put them there, and then
they do what they like afterwards.

So why don't we 'sincere' this relationship? Transferring
the axis of the relationship from projects to processes, mean-
ing what's actually happening in the community, and how we
can insert the aid in improving this process that the people
by themselves are developing in their own interest." (interview)

There are o,her problems involved when funding agencies
exert their influence, often through the cheque-book, in the
realities of the South to make them fit a set of circumstances
at home:
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"One of the trends of the past five years has been the desire
to have ever more direct impact on local development. This
means that international, regional, national and even sub-
national NGOs are by-passed as the link is made between a
development : 'GO or a funding agency directly in the North
with a village or other local activity in the South This
sometimes extends still further to what some refer to as the
pornography of poverty, as poor children are 'adopted' by
more wealthy people in the North. The latter involves sen-
ding people photos of 'their' children in return for annual con-
tributions.

While useful for emotional kinds of fund-raising purposes,
more often the images of poor helpless villagers undermine
the creativity and existing. genius in nese people and the real
reasoi.,. why such poverty exists. It also can undermine the
efforts which are going on at international, regional and
national levels to link people with similar problems in order
to have a stronger voice. In other words, it cuts down on the
building of democratic structures which could form a part of
the counterbalance to larger national or international economic
and political inequities.

Related to the tendency on the part of some agencies to
penetrate directly to the local slum or village level is a desire
on the part of some to want to link up all the recipients of a
given agency in some kind of network, which is donor-based.
It arises from goodwill and a certain logic. If an agency is work-
ing with 52 projects in Latin America, all of which are rural
and concerned with similar goals, is it not logical to call them
together and help them to form a network? The simple answ er
is, 'no'. These kinds of donor agency networks are most
damaging and in fact often weaken or postpone the de\ chin-
ment of other regional or local political or solidarity networks
It is far better to support the autonomous local, national or
international networks." (Hall p 15)

Judging from what spokespersons of the funding agent ies
said at the conference, they are well aware of the delicate
balance that must be struck to maintain confidence and trust
with their partners:

"I have learnt from my work so far that we should refrain
from general recipes and not come up with our own ideas,
speaking about universal concepts and what have you. What
we should do is something which is probably known to all of
us, and it also can describe a way we have to approach our
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projects or programmatic work and the support of adult educa-
tion activities with our friends and colleagues from Third World
countries That is, first of all to go these, listen, open your eyes,
ears and hearts as well. One has to be careful to make up
a system of making contact, creating a kind of networking
system, upon which the getting acquainted with each other
can be established. As soon as you are acquainted you'll learn
more about these new institutions, fresh, young institutions,
with good ideas, a bit of lack of experience, but that is what
adult education, is all about, they learn because they do
something. With this acquaintance, this getting to know each
other, creating mutual confidence, you'll also be learning
something about their worries, their problems, and their
specific approaches in adult education.

You can then think about it, and you can compare it to your
own experience, compare it to other on-going projects, and
then make your assessment Of cours that does not mean
that you'll spare your criticism, you'll have to criticize when
you think it is necessary. It is criticism in the sense of solidari-
ty I take my partner seriously, therefore I criticize him. I don't
just accept anything that he presents to me. In due course of
that debate and that dialogue I think we can work out where
the common areas of cooperation might be.

So, no general concepts, very open, and I think that is what
adult education should be all about. to be very open towards
new ideas, towards new issues, towards new partners, towards
new people comparing a given proposal by a given part-
ner organization in a Third World country with what we know.
This reference is again something that can be done jointly.
It is through this dialogue, I think, that we can come to an
idea or a concept of what adult education in a given
cirumstance, in a given country, could look like." (Leumer
inter\ iew)

This is how the Dutch agency HIVOS goes about it in Latin
America

"We don't actually identify either projects or programmes.
We have objectives as an institution and they are mainly cen-
tred on emancipation and liberation processes. We go out into
the Third World and interview people from various private
institutions and we start relationships with the organization
whose objectives come closest to our own. With these organiza-
tions we usually start a relationship on the basis of a trial pro-
ject to see if the relationship suit. both them and ourselves.
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When the relationship is firmly established we then enter into
some kind 9f dialogue and discuss with the organizations in
the Third World what their programmes are, and which parts
of the programme they would like to get support for, and for
which parts they want support from us. And then we sec
whether within our criteria these programmes could be
financed.

We felt that it's only possible to work in an area if you have
sufficient knowledge and a sufficient capacity for gathering
information about that area. So the number of countries where
HIVOS works is more limited than with most donor agen-
cies. Eg. in the whole of South America we only work in Chile,
Peru and Bolivia.

After starting work in an area we define groups that we want
to help. The critc : :;ti is not only that they need help but also
that the help will enable them to get greater access to power
structures by strengthening their organization to become able
to express themselves as a political group, which is present in
their immediate surroundings. We start from the very small
village level, and NN r think that by strengthening local groups,
these groups become capable of uniting, of structuring
themselves into bigger entities. So having influence first at a
zonal, regional level, and then later on at the national level
as well." (van Es interview)
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I can't communicate

horizontally with somebody
who has got the cheque-
book

Here we enter the sphere of politics, the power game, that
is, the :elation ship between the NGOs and the governments
in the South. A couple of groups discussed this issue:

"The state, because of its size, could fulfil a distribution and
allocation role, while the NGOs, because of the very way they
operate, have a better chance of working at grassroot level.
There should be a closer interaction between the two. The
NGOs could perform the task of mobilizing the community,
organizing and experimenting with various innovations and
projects, but there has to be a link between the state and the
NGOs, a symbiotic relationship, because of resources, etc."
(Leweravu, reporting from groups)

"In Latin America the ruling class captured the government
and then government captured the state. NGOs came into
existence in an action of self-defence and in opposition to the
ruling class, to government which had captured the state. So
basically many NGOs in Latin America are in opposition to
government. While in North America and in Europe, in most
cases perhaps, NGOs work in line with government, funded
partly or to a great extent by government. In Africa NGOs
don't so far play a major role, except churches and trade
unions." (Muller reporting from groups)

Whenever the NGOs act in opposition to government there
is bound to be tension of one kind or the other:

"Therefore the NGOs are symbolizing, in India certainly,
a major forum of dissent and critique. The parties do that,
but the parties operate within the parliamentary framework;
so they will go inside Parliament and make a very critical
speech, but the NGOs do it in small locations, in all corners
of the country. NGOs do the critique with the people and flat's
frightening; that's dangerous to any state, particularly in a
country where you have layers of the state, where you have
the local government, the provincial government, and the
national government, three different layers of ruling elite being
threatened.

As a result we have had examples in India, in the last 4-5
years, if the state has been supporting an NGO, suddenly the
grant ., on't come. We have what we call the crisis of the second
instalment. The first instalment of the government grant always
comes in time, the second toes not and you are in the soup.
It doesn't come partly be, 'use of bureaucratic inertia and
delay, and sometimes very clearly for political reasons. Because
the interest of a local, ruling party member has been challeng-
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ed by the work of an NGO in the area. So the state funding
stops. Imagine the plight of a small NGO running pillar to
post, going to court ec.

In the Indian context there is now a very interesting, explicit
move to create a national council of NGOs through an act of
parliament. And the way it is being promoted is that a hand-
ful of NGO representatives have been manipulated to present
this as if the idea is coming from the entire NGO sector A
strong garrote is being dangled with it. The garrote is that the
state will give more money under its various programmes to
NGOs provided we submit ourselves to this national council.
It is clearly a very dangerous regulatory move, which if it

is enacted as legislation is going to give complete control
by the state over the NGOs. There is also a simultanous move
to regulate foreign contributions inside the country. If this
council comes about, the state can change the foreign contribu-
tion laws and route all foreign contributions to this national
council. Most of us will then join the corporate world.

This is what I have heard happened in Peru and Brazil. Last
year something like this happened in a minor way in Indonesia.
In Bangladesh there is increasing control. If it happens in India
also, we are talking of a very difficult time ahead.

We have to demand increasingly now, particularly of the
bilateral agencies, that they must also have a dialogue with
our governments in the South around the role the NGOs are
playing." (Tandon interview)

So what can be done from the Northern end; what are peo-
ple there willing to do; how much can they commit themselves?

"Once problems crop up, when certain institutions become
too subversive and get a smack from being politically unac-

ceptable to a given government India may be a good case
then we still would stick to our partners. If there is anything

going wrong, we would use the international community, say
through the ICAE, to ring the bell and make a thought-
provoking statement. I can', really assess to what degree
assistance from the outside is helpful to these kinds of social
organizations or these social activist groups, but I think the
fact that international money is involved, and the international
community backing them up is at times a very valuable
or invaluable instrument for them to keep afloat.

Take the case of an Indian organization that we are sup-
porting (Seva M3ndir) that is producing a lot of political
literature, very drastic the money-lenders being blamed as
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well as the police and others so people are really getting
more conscious of their social situation. Of course there is a
lot of pressure from the local government not to be too out-
spoken, but the fact they know there is a lot of outward fun-
ding coming in, not only from us but from other organiza-
tions as well, they have a kind of shield or umbrella, and it
will not be so easy to do away with them This is also one reason
why we thought it is OK for us to start something going in
Chile, because it may help that local organization which is not
only involved in Chilean matters but also in sub-regional, Latin
American issues, to strengthen their back and have some out-
ward organization to lean on. I think that's an important aspect
of the work that we do, and it will of course also influence the
choice of partners to a certain extent."(Leumer interview)
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Whisky and Whiskers

a conference story

as rendered by Maria Villariba

The story starts with Kira who is a Kc i ;an visiting India for
the first time. Being a visitor he of course started cleaning
himself by brushing his teeth with a toothbrush and toothpaste.
His friend who is an Indian, steeped in the rich culture of India,
gave him advice and said: the only way to clean your teeth
efficiently is to clean them with tiger's whiskers.

It sounded exotic enough and like appropriate technology
for someone like me. Kim was persuaded to part with some
of his money, and he said:

OK.let's buy some tiger's whiskers
But his good friend said:

No, we are not going to buy the tiger's whiskers, we are
going to secure them. The money you gave me will be for
whisky.

Kim said:
What for? Who's going to drink the whisky?

His friend said:
We are going to the Zoo and we have to give the guard

some whisky. That's the only way we can get some whiskers
Off they went to th- Zoo. They gave the whisky to the guard,

and of course the guard was happy enough to look the other
way while they were approaching the tiger. Fortuna`ely for
them the tiger was asleep at the time. So his friend said:

The only thing you have got to do is to pull two or thre,
whiskers from the sleeping tiger, and then we will be off

So Kim started pulling the w hiskers. And of course the pro-
cess of pulling the whiskers woke up the tiger. And the tiger
growled and almost bit off his hand. So they had to run. That
was the end of the whiskers and the whisky.

The point is. did Kim waste his money? Was the idea of
cleaning one's teeth with whiskers a good one, or did it make
Kim think that his good friend was fooling him or bating him
with something just so that he would part with his money') Was
the whole experience a waste of time? Because they did not
get the whiskers, nor did they have the whisky.
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That put me into a process of making parallels, with Kim
as the recipient of a very good idea, like adult education, and
he just happened to have the funds, so he also assumed the
role of donor And to his friend as the local NGO, because
he was reared in the community and in that culture, I think
the idea of having whiskers for toothbrush was a product of
his assessment of the resources of his native village. So in a
sense the donor, Kim, and the friend, the adult educator,
started off on the right track, looking at the resources of the
village and at the same tune using money from the outside to
secure them.

But th( )oint they missed was that they could have got an
animal trainer, a tiger trainer, to get the whiskers for them,
and they could have given the whisky to him. So, the idea may
still work, even if they had not been able to test it.

When people here began to be confused as to whether put-
ting someone in the box of donor agency, and putting another
in the box of NGO, that's a very devisive transaction or a very
polarizing technique. I narrated the story again because I asked
th :m whether they saw each other also as the tiger: Who is
the tiger in the story? I mean if you put the NGO and the donor
agency on opposite poles they would of course growl at each
other, and not see any wisdom in sharing whiskers, nor whisky.

There are other parallels. The guard could have been the
government in that country, getting the funds and not even
assistir.g the poor guys in securing what they wanted. So there
has been a lot of discussion lately what people should do or
should not do. But I think that the process is not healthy when
you polarize people or you put one hat on each other's head.
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African Panel

Halimatou Traore, Mali
Lloyd Mapfumo, Zimbabwe
Taka Mudariki, Zimbabwe
Alexander Ndiho. 16-nya

In all these three countries in a sense representing West,
East and Southern Africa adult education is the poor rela-
tion, suffering from lack of funds and personnel.

In Zimbabwe adult education has a 1% share of a Z$ 500
million education budget. And this section of the Ministry of
Education is desperately understaffed, with one single officer
trying to deal with activities involving 1 million people. Donor
agencies like UNICEF, DSE, SIDA and NORAD have
entered the field, but they are sometimes felt to be rigid in their
approach; they should support people, because people are
needed to get things done, and they should sponsor more local
initiativ,:s than they do at present. There is still a "horse and
rider relationship", with the donor fii icily in the saddle.

There is no tradition in Zimbabwe of popular movements
in adult eduction (nor in other fields, due to the war situation
during the liberation struggle), consequently no strong political
lobby to further this cause. Initiatives are now taken to build
up organizations, especially in the rural areas But there are
many practical obstacles such as transport, teaching materials,
even spectacles .

In Kenya a department of adult education was formed in 1979
which got resources to create a network of officers in provinces
and districts 5 000 part time teachers and 2 000 volunteers
were i ecruited, mainly to carry out a literacy campaign, but
also to staff multi-purpose service centres. Adult education is
also offered in the fields of family planning, forestry, environ-
ment, and agriculture. Grants have been recieved from DSE,
SIDA, IBRD and CIDA, but so far in very lirnitcd amounts
Also in Kenya there are few NGOs, but the ministry is will-
ing to cooperate with everyone who comes along.
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The Audiotechs of Mali

The library is to most people in
the Third World a meaningless
istitution, as they can't read
nstcad of books being sources

of knowledge and quarries of
human experce they become
dead papers, .fee irated with a
pattern of black clots

Despite great efforts, despite
.ast sums being spent on
teaching people how to read and
write, the number ;A illiterates
has not decreased in the world,
it has risen The realm of the
written word has remained a
pre Inc t for the educated and
ruling elite, quite often a tool of
domination

It is easy to make the mistake
of regarding the illiterate stupid
and ignorant But this person
may have a lot of knowledge,
may be both wise and learned
But the medium 1, oral If the

In the case of Mali a women's training programme was
presented, covering some 70 villages with sonic 33 000
inhabitants, which had been visited and all of them surveyed.
Four areas or major needs came out in this survey: problems
of health and nutrition; training in agriculture; delivery of
children (maternity clinics situated far away); literacy.

Courses at women's centres were tailored to meet these
needs. Women come to stay at a centre, attending a course
either in health and hygiene, midwifery, or a session on func-
tional literacy, done in the local language, Bambara. Women
were paid a small amount to cover thier costs. Then they go
back to their home village, and three months later there is a
follow-up visit to give them support and advice. There are
many practical problems, including no tools, no credit, scar-
city of water .

spoken word could be registered
and distributed, common people
would ha.c a much better
hance of asserting themselves

This is the general
background to the establishment
of village auchotechs in Mali
Mapd Rahnerna, invoked in
this scheme as a UNDP
consultant, decribes the way
they go about it

If every village would have a
small place which could in effect
be a library for the non literate,
where people could produce,

these 'sound books', in
their own vernacular language,
choosing: the contents of the
'books', then many things could
be solved

We could start building a
kind of oral school, with

ople's total autonomy over the
curriculum and how the} would

like to organize their education,
whether adult or child Such an
auchotec h should exist in every
village

The way we go about it is, to
come to a village, explain the
whole id to the villagers, and
when they have decided they
..ant it, then 'a committee of
oral knowledge' is created that is
to take o'er the responsibility
for it, and decide what is
needed Where are the books to
be stored' In what language'
What length of tune.' How to
use them" Where would the
conference room be (normally
the palaver tree in the village)?
Where would the audiotech itself
be kept? (Often it is felt that the
simplest and cheapest solution is
in the house of the village chief).

At present there are about 1(.9
villages in Mali with their own
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auchotech The only thing you
need is one or two small tape
recorders and a few cassettes,
that's all It is not costly, and it
is simple technology

All these different audiotechs
are connected with a central
auchotech in Bamako, which
keeps a copy of all the cassettes
produced locally, in case the
original is lost or damaged The
recordings are classified in two
main cathegories what we call
traditional and cultural
knowledge, mainly related to the
people's own knowledge, the
knowledge that exists in the
community history,
geography, usage of herbs, etc
(preserving the culture as it is
disappaearing), and functional
knowledge how to use better
mud for building houses, how to
make vaccinations, etc and
these are sometimes made by
professionals from outside
(Rahnema interview)

Of course the auchotech is not
the solution to all educational or
communicational problems in
rural Africa The intention is
not to push the libraries out of
business, but to complement the
written word It has turned out
that the audiotechs actually ha
made people mon-ated to learn
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how to read, as they soon
discover the narrow scope of the
spoken word, the «instramts of
the oral tradition And when a
person is really motivated to
learn how to read and write, u
is as Paulo Freire has shown

done in a few weeks, a
month No grand campaigns ale
needed, nor being forced into
this by a very rigid formal
school system which in a sense
produces illiterates rather than
literates, as most kids drop out
after a year or two atm quickly
relapse into a state of illiteracy,
discouraged for life by their sad
experiences

How does the auchotech work
in practice? Has it yielded any
practical results Here is an
examplei concerning the thorny
question of divorce that had
become a great concern for
chiefs and other responsible
people in the villages

''The seven elders, including
the chief, of the village of
Kabala ame together to discus
the matter around a
microphone They reached the
conclusion that one of the main
causes of divorce was that young
men were spending far too mu( h
money on dowry and ot.
marriage ceremonies, but they

(.1

were doing this because they
were part of a culture
demanding a man to show
respect for his wife and lot
himself by spending that
much You could not tell them
that they should not do it,
because they knew very well
they had to, sociall}, you could
not make a law forbidding this
pr.( tine

But if the word came from
elders, if the elders were to tell
the parents of a wedding couple
that this is not a must, then they
might listen

And that is exactly what
happened The elders made a
kind of proclamation in 9 or 10
p,ants on tape, pleading with
everyon,, not to spend this big
amount of money, or at least
spend it on the real needs of the
couple And it seems to ha,
worked For the cassettes were
passed from one village to
another, and people were
discussing the issue very much

Here you have a problem I
think nobody in a central
planning insitution would have
thought of as a problem, but the
fact that people tackled it
themselves shows that it existed,
and they found a solution
(Rahnema interview)



Asian Panel

Farunue Ahmed, Bangladesh

Kaniz atema, Bangladesh
Akan's! Leweravu, Fiji
Rajesh Tandon, India

"Asia" in this context includes the Pacific, that is, anything
and everything between Suez and Hawaii, and it is, ofcourse,
slightly absurd trying to cover this vast area in a few minutes'
conference presentation. This feat was done however and here
are a few pages reflecting what was being said.

The Asian and South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education
(ASPBAE) came into being in 1964 and is thus one of the oldest
regional organizations in the South. Over the last decade or
so its activities have been far more vibrant than in its early
years, but by and large ASPBAE has been able to perform
three functions:

1. Support local initiatives in several countries of the region,
not just financially, but technically, professionally, in content
and in practice, in the form of workshops, training program-
mes, local adult education work etc

2. Provide opportunities, through its travel scholarships, for
sub-regional workshops for people working on similar concerns
and issues to come together, either in a sub-region like South
Asia, South East Asia, Australia/New Zealand/Pacific, or
across the whole region. And this has been a very important
contribution by ASPBAE, because it has been able to give adult
educators a regional perspective, help them see that the forces
that keep a large segment of the population illiterate in India
are perhaps the same set of forces which do the same thing
in Thailand or the Philippines. This kind of regional understan-
ding of what we are up against has been possible only through
regional exchange and regional workshops.

3. Exchange of materials and experiences, practices and
ideas; its courier service has been one of the best regional
exchange machanisms coming out for about a decade or so.

In Bangladesh NGO work stems from rehabilitation and relief
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work after the liberation war in 1971, so it is quite a recent
phenomenon. A kw years later it was phased into develop-
ment programmes as an alternative to growth-oriented
strategies, which had failed, as the presumed trickle-down elk( t
was turned downside up into some kind of trickle-up effect,
making the rich richer and the poor poorer. Ths NGOs made
strong criticism of this approach, and therefore tried to find
an alternative strategy for development, inspired by what was
happening elsewhere in the world

Principle and practice of participation as opposed to top-
down approach;
Social justice as opposed to growth first and equity later;
People's control over their lives and resources as opposed
to marginalization and alienation of people from society.

How do you transform these principles into a coherent, precise
and concrete set of activities?

First of all, strong grass roots organizations among the people
are necessary, because if you are talking about participation,
social justice, bottom-up planning, you cannot do without this
instrument. Grass roots organization is more fundamental than
developing specific programmes of adult education (health,
family planning, agriculture, what have you).

At first NGOs were a bit suspicious of each other and of
each other's intentions, there was no common ideology, but
as time passed a degree of consensus was achieved; they are
more collaborative now. There are examples of NGOs trying
to do things together like publishing a newspaper and actual-
ly doing programmes in the field together.

The NGO-government relationship is one of love and hate
The government loves the NGOs when there is a disaster and
asks them to carry out a relief operation, and the projects are
approved in one day, and also when the government asks the
NGOs to deliver se, vices such as family planning, agricultural
extension, literacy. They hate the NGOs when they talk about
people's participation, social justice and point out the negative
effects of the official development programmes.

There might be more of hatred nowadays, as a law was for-
mulated it 1978 and strengthened in 1982, saying that NGOs
must get clearance for all programmes before receiving any
foreign funds; so There is heavy control and it entangles the
NGOs in an unimaginable bureaucratic process, it may take
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one year, two years, before a project has been approved. The
smaller NGOs not the big ones even have to pay bakshish
to get their programmes approved

An attempt has been made by the large NGO BRAC to
widen the scope of adult education, by-passing the adults and
starting a non-formal education programme among children,
developing a three year curriculum for them. This requires
a different training model for the teachers who are recruited
from the community. Common participation is a very impor-
tant factor This programme has come about at the request
of people, not imposed from above.

India is a vast country, and one of the exciting things about
it is that it is a country full of contradictions. On the one hand
it is a leader of the non-aligned movement, taking a strong
moral stand on international issues; on the other it engages
in some very basic violations of 'iuman rights, unable to cope
with the very complex problems facing the country. It is also
a country where there are more than 10 000 NGOs, and has
a history of over a century of non-governmental work. In the
last three decades some very exciting innovations have been
done at the local level on the practice of popular education,
such as the informal network of participatory research, sup-
ported by the ICAE and ASPBAE.

There is a recent trend in India where the state is trying
to bring about, with the help of some members of the NGO
sector, a comprehensive legislation to create a National Coun-
cil of Voluntary Organizations through an Act of Parliament.
Many NGOs see this as a frightening trend, as a trend to
regulate and control what is legitimate and what is not
legitimate non-governmental work in India.

Last year the Foreign Contribution Regulation At a
phenomenon similar to what we heard about Bangladesh
was also modified to bring in stricter controls as to who can
receive foreign contributions and how these are to be reported.
To quote but one example:

Quite recently one of the biggest and best-known NGOs in
India, the State of Andra Pradesh Cross, was denied its foreign
contribution possibility under the eupheism "in public
interest". The result was that this organization, about as large
as BRAC in Bangladesh, working in some 1 800 vilages
through a very committed cadre of 1 500 field workers has not
been able to pay its staff, because the procedure of seeking prior
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permission will mean a year's delay before the funds can come
in. What is this "public interest"? It is very simple: in several
villagec where Cross was working the local members of the
Legislative Assembly had grabbed land illegally, making people
landless, and through the educational and organizational work
of Crows those members were forced to part with their loot.
They put pressure on the state to cancel the potential of this
oganization to receive foreign funds.

When people think about Fiji they often romanticize about
it, talk about palms, lovely beaches, 300 islands basking in the
sun, smiling Fijians, possibly in grass skirts. This just
underlines how far away the I acific is. These islands, thousands
of miles away from Europe, are also isolated from Asia, and
they have their own problems. Sometimes the Fijians feel a
bit lost in the middle of their vast ocean. Actually there is more
contact with Australia and New Zealand, from where as.istance
has been received in building up a national adult education
programme, making the government aware of its role and the
role of national develo7ment.

The adult education programme has been made part of the
formal system (the Ministry of Education), and that has its
drawbacks. To start a new activity within a highly structured
system, with hardly any resources and very little personnel and
no policy, is a very difficult thing to do, especially for a woman
(as was the case) in male-dominated surroundings The
ministry gives it low priority, and this is of course reflected
in the way adult education is carried out in Fiji: but because
of this there is also quite a bit of flexibility for trying out
unconventional approaches, stimulated by ideas from
Australia, and in cooperation with existing structures. The
church for instance is very influential, and the community will
,ometimes act only if the church takes a lead. Traditional
culture is also very strong, it has a lot of Influence with peo-
ple; you have to work in line with that even as a civil servant

In the beginning it was mainly a matter of opening up
dialogue with people, using media a lot to get the word around,
despite the fact that the government was clamouring for con-
crete results. There was a battle on two fronts, trying to con-
vince the decision-makers, fighting with them, and at the same
time trying to get the people organized to articulate their own
needs. It was not an easy task. In the end schools were selected
as a site where this learning could take place. A national
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workshop was planned with head-teachers, principals and some
community leaders, but there was no government money
available for this, no money for adult educaticn at all. At this
stage, in 1982, ASPBAE put up the first funds for adult educa-
tion in Fiji, making the first national workshop possible. This
was a break-through, as the government for the first time began
to realize the need for adult ecucation. This aid did not amount
to a lot of money, but it came at the time it was needed, and
it had a crucial effect. It also led to the formation of a National
AssociPtion of Adult Education, in 1985, with representatives
both from NGOs and from the government, to integrate their
work and to influence the government to be aware of the impor-
tance of adult education in national development and to take
its responsibility.
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Latin American Panel

Sylvia van Dijk, Mexico
Francisco Vio Gross', Chile

Promoted by the I... AE the Latin American Council for Adult
Education (CEEAL) was founded in 1979 to advocate adult
education in the wh -,le region. This is done in many different
ways, not the least by a number of networks, dealing with a
particular subject or issue. The idea is that members would
join CEEAL but they would "live" in networks in the field
The main ones are
Participatory research is the oldest network which existed even
before CEEAL came into beiag, coordinated by a member
in Brazil. The concept was earlier known under other names
(thematic investigation, action research) but the idea is the
same: a method for people to investigate their own reality to
be able to transform it. At first quite a lot of money was for-
thcoming from the academic world for this work which today
has become an established part of many development pr-,gram-
mes. The danger is that the idea might be diluted, by being
used in all sorts of contexts, but this should not obscure the
fact that this has been a highly successful network.
Popular education among women is another very active network,

coordinated by Rosio Rosario from Ecuador, which has
organized a number of Latin American and sub-regional
seminars. A point of argument has been the tension between
the womcn's movement and the feminists which is to be sorted
out.
Literacy is coordinated by Cesar Picon of Peru, living in Mex-
ico. The main objective is to organize the literacy work by the
NGOs in such a way that they can say things that UNESCO
cannot say. The goal of the continental UNESCO literacy c am-
paign is to eradicate illiteracy by the year 2000 This won't
hap ,n as long as present socio-economic conditions prevail.
An alternative campaign will be launched around the slogan.
in order to read ..?,a1;ty for writing histot y. The inherent mean-
ing is that people should learn how to read and , rite in order

to take control of' their own lives
Popular communication, coordinated by a Uruguayan called
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Mario Katlun. The aim is to serve whose who are involved
in horizontal communication, making bulletins, AV materials
and so on
Education for peace and human rights, an issue very much rele-

vant in several parts of Latin America. Peace is, however, a
tricks' concept to handle, often debased, often confused with
violence The main task of this network is to recover the word
of peace for the people.
Systematization of popular education experience, that is, reflection

on theory and methodology. A lot of duplication of effort could
be avoided if current work was better documented.

Popular education and primary health care, tapping both
western and traditional medical knowledge and practice.

Popular education and aging First rejected, as in Latin
America elders traditionally are taken care of by the extended
family, and work on the land until they die. With urbaniza-
tioil and people living in slums this is today rather a myth.

Other networks emerging are those of prison education, ethnic
minority groups, and people's libraries (linked to the service of par-

ticipatory research). There is also a training programme for adult
educators, partly on an exchange basis.

There is a problem getting this organizational work recogniz-
ed by donors who prefer to support concrete projects at grass
roots level. This is not enough It is also necessary to give prac-
tical and pedagogical support to those who do the work in the
field. Otherwise there is a risk that adult educators will get
buried in their daily chores, isolated and without perspective
on what they are doing and where they are going. Seminars
and workshops force them to systematize their experiences in
a coherent way, and the exchange of ideas creates solidarity
among them and gives them strength to carry on their work.

In Mexico the first and foremost concern of many people is
to survive in very difficult economic and political cir-
cumstances A crucial task for popular educators is to link these

strategies to an understanding of what is happening
at thc national level. (Why does the price of the tortilla go up
by 100% in one day?) Also discussed are sensitive issues such
as breast feeding, in the light of marketing methods of com-
panies selling milk substitutes. Among women the problem
is to take up issues that really interest them without con-
solidating the traditional roles of women (as home keepers etc.).
A way to tac kle this is, not to see women as victims but to
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recognize the strength of women, and try to channel their
energy into creative alternatives that will enable them to make
more decisions.

There are a number of NGOs in Mexico that run program-
mes, financed by the rich, to fill the gap left by the govern-
ment, a kind of charity to provide services to the most depriv-
ed areas of the country; these services are essential but they
don't give people a chance to understand what is happening
in the country or why they are so poor.

Independent NGOs that work from a critical analysis of the
official model of development are, after the end of the oil boom,
involved in a struggle for survival themselves, very insecure
at the receiving end of intern -.tional aid. They find it difficult
to know how crises and political changes in the North will affect
them as recipients in the South.

The Case for Latin America

Several times the peculiar
situation of Latin America in
the context of international aid
cropped up in discussions and
presentations This is how Sylvia
van Dijk from Mexico put it

"We are usually considered
by the donors to be a rich part
of the world as compared to
Africa and Asia Looking at
overall statistics this might be
so But the difference between
rich and poor in our countries,
and the way the American style
of life and the American
development model has been
dumped upon us, as their
strategic continent for a lot of
ressons, has made Latin
America a case study for how
development should not take
place We think that at least in

the case of Mexico, the
development strategies that have
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been adopted by the government
have been very had for our
country

We have lost self-sufficiency
in food Twenty years age we
were exporting maize and
frijoles, at this moment we are
dependent on the US to be able
to eat At the beginning of the
oil boom a lot of banks and
creditors thought that Mexico
was good business So they
encouraged our government and
our people to invest vast sums of
money, and there is no hope
that we shall ever be able to pay
It bac k Now we are the country
with the highest per capita debt
in Latin America These
pzoblems are ,1 product of a
development model that we as
adult educators are toying to
analyze c ritically and find
alternatives for (LA panel

,
4,

presentation)
,Janny van Es from Holland

had this to say on the mattes
"I've been worried by the fact

that all government people
represented here have indicated,
lu by ment,oning in which
countries they are present and
what kaoi of help they arc
giving, that apparently Latin
America is not a priority area
for European assistance In the
Netherlands there have always
been a few countries where

entrated help was given,
like Peru, Colombia, ,Jamaica
And Nicaragua was receiving
reconstruction help But all this
help has been stopped over the
last five years, and to a large
extent the Scandinavian
countries, West Germany and
Holland are in the same
situation They go on the basis



of World Bank figures and say
that the Latin Arnet lc an
countries don't qualify lo; help
because they air too in h

The idea of the struggle
against poverty was, not to give
help on the basis of countries,
national entities, but on the
basis of population sectors that
suffered most And for this
reason large sectors of the
American continent qualik I'm
thinking of Mexu o where the
situation is quite desperate Urn

solidarity

thinking of Peru whc.e the
slums in the c Ines really produce
a dramatic situation I'm
thinking of Chile where people
arc' getting NNort led because of
the high level o' ,nemployment
and the high numbers of small
c hildren who don't get enough
to eat and who are now so
undernourished that it's feared
they will never be able to use
'heir original pot-rmal to the
full

In the %levy of this situation, I

solidaritet

cowilv1°'"c'

would like to make a strong
appeal to the western European
governments to reconsider their
attitude Well, its more than an
attitude, I think, it is a decision
The struggle against poverty
needs to be tackled wherever
large sectors of the population
are extremely poor, and this is
so in many countries in Latin
America, and the Caribbean as
well take Haiti for instance."
(interview)
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Caribbean Panel

Didacus Jules, St. Vincent

Honor Ford-Smith, Jamaica

The Caribbean has been subject to intense metropolitan rivalry
over the centuries which has, made it a divided area; not only
i hiere an English-speaking, a French-speaking and a Latin,
Spanish-speaking Caribbean, but also divisions that run along
racial and cultural lines within these linguistic areas A key-
word to describe the present situation is "penetration '',
political and ideological. From Washington's point of view the
Caribbean is the backyard of the US. Dramatic evidence of
the US intention to assert its presence in the area was the inva-
sion in 1983 of the tiny island of Grenada.

Local and regional development initiatives are young The
field has been left open to international NGOs and govern-
ment agencies to compete for the minds and hearts of people
Here again, in the area of develoment work, penetration is
taking place.

There are organizations like US Aid whose criteria are totally
linked up with foreign policy dictates from Washington

UNESCO is playing a vital, non-aligned role in develop-
ment work, especially as part of a major development project
for Latin An erica and the Caribbean.

There are very few regional NGOs. One should be par-
ticularly mentioned, however, and that is the Women De:elop-
ment Units of the Universities of the West Indies which have
managed to draw the attention of both people and governments
to women's issues, and because of their work at grassroot level,
they have forced several governments to form women's bureaus
in various ministries

Two regional groupings worth noting are the Caribbean
Intitute for Peopl's Development (CARISPEDA) and the
Confederence for Caribbean Development. They both pur-
port to stand for the same thing but CARISPEDA is more
selective in its membership, insisting on association~ becom-
ing members to make a \ cry explicit statement on their outlook
on regional development

At government level there is no broad and amplified vision
of adult education, and there are few national adult edm a-
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tion assoc iations Positive exceptions are Jamaica probably
the most advanced Caribbean country in terms of develop-
ment initiatives St. I ucia, St. Vincent, and Grenada

Most go\ eminent programmes in the Caribbean have been
traditional and remedial in character. Popular education has
aljays been initiated from the communities themselves by local
activists attempting to redress some of the issues of injusty2e
and inequality However two important milestones need to
be recorded in the history of Caribbean adult education when
progressive regimes have tried to mobilize people through
educational efforts, namely the Manley government in Jamaica
and the Bishop government in Grenada

In Jamaica the Manley regime liberated a lot of new initiatives
within the government machinery, a democratic opening which
enabled many diffc rent groups to push forward their visions
and ideas. After 1980 many of them felt that they had to pull
out, because they felt that they could not support the policies
being pursued by the new government and because of finan-
cial cuts, making their work impossible or meaningless. The
government was in effect divesting itself of as much respon-
sibility as possible fOr areas like social services, education and
health, which were privatized and taken over by large NGOs,
subsidized by rich US donors.

While NGOs of a mobilizing type, trying to use the space
that the government had left open, found themselves in a totally
new position, where they had to institutionalize themselves and
build up an organization from the beginning. This led to dif-
IR ulties like bureaucratization, lopsided recruitment, and
perpetual lack of funds

Even before the revolution in Grenada so called freedom
schools had been established, to become centres for popular
educ ation. After 1979 a nationa; literacy campaign was !atm-
hed whicn was phased into general adult education activities

with a structured c ut riculum ;'cneci many doors for peo-
ple to obtain skills that so tar Imo be en closed to them, and
a dialogue was created between people and various develop-
ment agencies. There was also an international dimension,
to see national issues arid problems in an overall Caribbean
or a Third World context. This work was unreservedly sup-
ported by a number of international agencies (UNESCO,
HIVOS, CUSO, Oxfam and others), and this was a depar-
ture from the traditional aid seen in the Caribbean.
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Group Work

Every afternoon participants split up into live smaller groups
to discuss all or some of seven topics agreed upon the first day,
as relevant to the theme of the conference. Reports from their
work were delivered the following morning and recorded on
tape They often gave rise to a general discussion in plenary
and certain recommendations emerged as a result from them.

No group actually dealt with all seven topics, but all topics
were covered, although some of them were more thoroughly
pondered than others. On the subsequent pages the most
important points raised in group and plenary discussions are
listed, not in priority order but as they were brought up
Duplications have be n avoided, but comments that have been
made b, several participants and stressed as vital, have been
emphasized

)
I
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Topics for Groups

A ,-

1. Interrelationships between NCOs and Governments.
2. The chain: Donors intermediary funding agencies beneficiaries.
3. The place and role of international NGOs and regional NG()s.
4. Newly emerging patterns of iiiternational cooperation.
5. i'roject support vs programmes/processes.
6. Evaluations/accountability: concepts, methods, politics.
7."Developmcm"? Grassroots, popular, indigenous, etc.
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Some observations, conclusions and recommendations

Production of \ RICO tapes, films
etc that vo etc well made and
costly at some point should b
dissimulated to other national
NGOs, and thr possthllit
should be invstigated of
creating a resoun (entre for
audio Visual materials des( r doing
projectsit tivitics and
methodologies \Anhui adult
( clwation, accessible to NGOs
at minimum cost for training of
popular educators and,
int reasing the mouNation of the
learner s

South-to-South eschanges
should be intensified, not on1N
mterregionall but als,)
intraregionalIN, incluchng to

ike the esperienc more real
NGOs from the South to see

the 'NI/nth' of the Narth, to
learn how things in th
Industrial countries hank
deN eloped, the form of th
es( flanges could be formal stud
tours or attachments, either
indRidualIN or in team form If

were to be in the team form
\V felt that these would giN at
stronger multipluatiN e effect.
and they should be «manned so
cis to include planners,
Naluators. and pia( titioneis.
and strike a balan«. but N CCI1
II1C11 and women loam( ipants

A genuine pattnet ship
between agent les and
benefit lanes demands gt eater
consultation, and we felt that
this mnsultation should not take
plat on a one -to -one basis but
in a more open form (who h
o(c asionally happens and that is
posunc) NGOs should hr
i(mgnued as lgunnate
patine's for th, benefit not onIN
of the N; 10s but also of the
(honors, by seeing how these
needs can ht' arm ulmcd and loN
being able to keep up with
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deNelopmnts in the field
It is often t«ogni/d and

this is a point that maN 11,1N(
been slight I\ mudooked,
espo tally in the introspec TIN t
anal\ ss of the NGOs
themseIN es -that weakness of
cot gainzation Is wean.' than the
absence of funds with manN
NGOs Steps should br taken to
strengthen the orgamz atonal
capac It\ of these institutions to
manage t flange, inc hiding

* training how to handle onllu t
* improN mg leach ap and
loam( tpation in (let .tun rnakmq
* impioNing the (platy% of staff
through in-st rN u c training
* intorporating certain husinrs,
skills, not because the NG()s are
profit-making, but to caw; there
are some t commro hit skills that
would benefit the NGOs
(planning, accounting, Imam icil
management)
* reflecting upon and

stmatizing what tlicN are
clomg

This training of management
should of «flaw he tailmed to
the needs of the NGOs and
could tak pia( untie) through
«onsultants of through the
cm flange of pet sonnet from
stronger to weaker institutions

Arising bout the esisting bias
in favour of so-called glow th-
onente.1 deNtlopmnt, their is a
need to underline the
unpoit.m« of struggling to gain

grate' apportionment of
isourt t s to popular education
and to c ultutal work in us
luoadest sense, that is, not mil\
ultural produt is but c ultui In

the st ns«of stnding into
people's Inns as well

kV(' should not trN to Lapose
out «;lorpts of d% lopment in

the Noith on the NaritN and
do eisitN of adult duc anon
which ma\ esist in the South.
because tins might c recite
undo' inuN and the' (low als,
tit sun\ the c ultural ho irtv that
t \1st, in "I hod Voild «tunnies
Agencies in the Noith must first
of all a« t pt the realities of the
South and learn from the in. and
then idntilN the needs that mad
persist there

In the piesntation of tn
donor agencies then was a great
deal of emphasis. \ Ian the
budget, being placed on
produc to c sec tors of
duNelopmnt (ago( ulturr.

at Ions, economic
infiastruc (tire) This empl nls
was to the detriment of attention
tc empowel mg skills,
palm ularh skills that haNc to do
with adult education We kit
that this was not a \ cry positI\r
situation and that empowering
skills should attract greater
attention on the part of donut
agent ws

In «ms.nsus wr came down
on the side of working for a
more Imo( ess-onented,
orgam/ational-building kind of
funding tattlef than a wore( t-to-
project tNp of funding This
was piobabIN the most (t,ni,no
thiead that \\cm through man)
of oui t \pollen( es (;.rater
attention to more pim ess-
oi wilted tot ins of support might
aN old the reproduc (ion of
t On \ ut stimuli-s

Donors should comdmate
then ( Hot ts and cm flange
mho! illation among thernsuIN es
to WIN C tits tit 11/ICIIIS [WIWI and
(I) (1111)11(

I ht re is a mutual need lot
undeistanding rat h ()diet 's
struggles mteinationallN so as to
bo our link policies of donor



ages( les to the spec ific oho( al,
e«moinic and social Icahn( III

(101101 (MIMICS, 101 those
realities Ale( t the material and
cultural realities of recipients la
the Third \1'01 1(1 at all lei els
Tow aids this we felt there
needed to be more suppoit gas en
to an ex( flange between
European and North Amen( an
adult ( ducation netwolks and
those that exist 111 the 'Thud
NA odd, to la( 'luau.. all es, flange

of experiences among recipients,
to de\ elop networks based on
common oblec ti\ es, so that we
would be mo\ mg 1055,11(1s a kind
of shared international
prspec 11 \ e and a slimed
internammal anal\ sts of the
whole question

NVe also telt there is all
imp), tam nerd to understand
the struggles going on inside
donor organizations donor
agencies should orgem/c
consultations with le( ipients on
donor poll( issues and

e\ altliztion of donor
programmes, for example on a
tegional basis

We should tt \ to teach a
better understanding of how our
barcaturacies work, and /105t
01.11" own administrame routines
work, and how bureau( ra( ICS

III

and ioutines of the agencies
insoked also work, soil that we
could arm e at a better
uaderstandine of how to
exchange information between
donors and recipients

What popular educators and
NGOs invoked in popular
ecE,k anon are seeking as almost
a ( fished, deSll'able 5 alue of
their work as well as for
IIICIllsch CS is the notion of
c olle(tn e autonomy Be( duse of
this Yen vision, it is not
surprising that existing hire es of
power would attempt to regulate
these popular educators, attempt

0 CI

to regulate popular education,
attempt to regulate the NGOs
working in the field One of the
efforts towards collective
autonomy is essentially an effort
to challenge, to rejec t, to
influence these increasing efforts
to regulate and control popular
education The implication for
us here is that we should
support initiatives that are being
made to counter such moves of
regulation The second
impination is for ICAE and

hers to promote those models
that result( tore the relationship
between those who have
resourc es and those who want
resources in such a way that it
supports the move to collecti\ e
autonomy and avoids the
budding of dependent les

We came to recognize the
almost invisible, tiny location of
adult education in the merall
context of aid in the world, that
hit us deeply We would like to
propose that this o\ erall
structure of aid and ihe narrow
location of adult «Ion atom in it
be something that other popular
educators and NGOs working in
the field of adult education
begin to apprec late

The disc ussions during the
last four da\,s have highlighted
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the sanous types of toles that
NGOs are playing in promotion
of popular echo anon The
context in who h these roles ate
played requites further
dissemination to out friends and
olleagues in the test of the

world The report should be
widely distributed among the
NGOs working in this field as
well as those donors, partner',
and intermediaries who are
somehow interested in the crone
field of adult eduction There is
a need to inmate and continue
this dialogue that has started
between different partners,
palm ularly among those of us
who are absent, from different
sides of the spectrum, noting the
fact that certain big, tr.h,
resourceful donors are not bete

and pethaps nes er will be In
a gathering like this

Alternaose models of
evaluation, which are being
limos ated, experimented ss
need to be promotedinalvsed,
shared, be ause it is too often
too easy to sas Thou shalt
engage in pat to tpators
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es aluation, but people need to
know how, and w hvind what
ate the experiences elsewhete
etc It was felt that this could
support the shift horn a woje,i-
is pc to a plogiammato ts pc of
thrust

\'s'e should its to mfitienc
donors to recline then own
diref t funding in fasour of (Lew
(hams of minimum anon that
ex,st between NGOs, thus
enabling a greater two-was
«mununoation There is a
«mmion pound het e, as adult
education institutions m the
North ha.e the same concern of
helping people to take their
destiny in their own hands This
approaf h they has e in onunon
with the ten thousand NGOs in
India for instance. and this
otunon idea of supporting a

process whereby people start to
organize themselses, is the joint
feature but not the contents as
these will %,o- to
plat(«.

Fooling solutions is alwass a
part if matoi "I het e

should he an :,( flange among

ill these s ous at twines, and
all attempt to wool.) thein
togethet them mote
strength, help them to bong
about a sot t of lobbs mg,
pressure 12,-toup at to. , and the
[canon of mutual «infidence

between the ddletent les els
At the local lescl the intluente

cif ,ins adult education
institunon from the Nottli
taking pant s! odd facilitate
et tans prof esses of exchange,

know how to put the tight
questions without hasing the
light answers already handy

We would le«immend down
agen«es that don't hase the
«mmeter , or the skill to know
about do se lot al processes,
ratio.' to lease it to the adult
echo anon institutions to handle
th se processes of
«minium( anon, with !looting
insolsed but the
commono anon profess should
«one before the funding, and
hot the funding as a kind of
pt unoi dial prem.( upanon of a
green Institution



The Business of Evaluation

This is a bone of' contention. Evaluation can be regarded as
a necessary tool by those who must account for the use of
resources, ultimately provided by tax payers, members of a
body, or the public at large. It can also be felt tc be a tool of
domination by those who are subjected to it.

What then is evaluation? Here is one definition, as phrased
by one of the participants (Muller):

"To examine past experiences objectively, systematical!!
and with exactitude for decision-making purposes

Decision-making is the key word. Evaluation is not an end
it itself It serves a purpose, namely providing information used
in decision-making. To make appropriate dt.tisions on a train-
ing or development programme we need to know what is going
on are the goals met, the targets reached, the expected out-
comes realized? To find out whether we can just go on with
our programme or whether our programme needs improve-
ment or even an alternative, we need solid information."

Evaluation can take many different forms. It can be inter-
nal, conducted by those who are responsible for the planning
and implementation of a programme in order to get continuous
information which can be used to improve or justify it. The
main disadvantages here are that adult education
administrators and organizers are not usually trained in evalua-
t )11, and consequently the results can be or be suspected
to he self-defensive rather than objective.

To avoid this suspicion agencies involved in a programme
there:ore often hire external evaluators from outside. This may
guarantee objectivity and exac titude of method but there are
drawbacks of superfi( iahtv, time pressure, and linguistic and
( tiltural barriers

A third approa( h is participatory evaluation, a collective
effort by all those who are involved in a programme, the
organizers as well as the "target gr tps"

From a donor's point of view, representatives of SI DA had
this to say in an intemew

"There is a general tendril( v that (. crything we do must
be evaluated But I think that mac are a bit unrealistic when
mc belie\ r that e\ erything ( an be in asured 11( a( IN
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we want input and output ano N .1S it worth it or not. We have
got to be a bit more sophisticated and realize that some a( tivities
can be evaluated in that way but others can't, they are so «im-
plicated and long term the impact may be seen in the next
generation. The impact of adult education we support may
be how adults raise their children, and that can't be seen until
ten years later. I think we have got to show more patience,
and trust that progress is going in the right direction but it
will take time, and it roust take time." (Rosengart)

"Evaluation could be something very positive if it was made
together with those who are responsible for the project, not
as an evaluation for SIDA but as a guideline for those who
are involved. To my knowledge SIDA has not been very aware
of the need or the advantage of that kind of evaluation It has
been very much done for SIDA's own s -Ike, not for the sake
of the country " (Lind)

"Yes, but we have always had the feeling that if we do an
eviluation together with those responsible for a programme.
they will automatically be in a defensive position because they
think that the continued support will depend on the outcome
of the evaluation. We think that this will put them in an
awkward situation. (Rosengart)

From an intermediary position (the German Foundation fbi
International Development) this has been put forward in favour
of evaluation:

"The benefits are manifold
Firstly, by evaluation, development adiminstrators and

development trainers understand their programmes much bet-
ter. They become aware of the flaws and deficiencies as well
as the advantage:; and benefits of the programmes They
become familiar with the programmes they are responsible for

Secondly, only by evaluating their programmes can they
take proper action to improve an on-going programme or to
draw lessons for a future programme It is much better to base
decisions on solid information than to learn by trial and error

a learning experience which in many cases leads to nothing
but frustration.

By evaluating their programmes, development
administrators and development trainers learn to defend their
programmes with good arguments and not only emotionally
In a world of scarcity of resources they are in a better position
to secure funds and to get support When being questioned
by policy and decision makers they can show evidence based
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information, not on personal opinion (Muller)
From the per,,pxtivc .4 a 1,cipient the matt,'r can look quite

different
Evaluation is one of the key moments in developing a rela-

tionship between people in the N. rth and people in the South.
First of all the very name of 'evaluation' has an implication

of needing to pass an exam Somebody is coming along to
evaluate me, and according to that the resources are either
going to continue or I'm going to be unemployed. When
that evaluation is vertica_, paternalistic, authoritarian, an
instrument of donnnation, it is useless. I can't connounicate
horizontally with somebody who has got the cheque-book. It
is like in a family, if somebody has the money and the others
don't, that's domination

These evaluators make every effort to hide the real story
of the project. They want to show results, because that kind
of evaluation is linked to the idea of a project as something
that's going to be measured by results: How many
beneficiaries? How much money will they make? And so on
So people art aage th:ngs to demonstrate that that actually hap-
pens. In some case, the evaluation consists of nothing more
than a form which must be filled in at the end of the project.
In othr cases short visits by the agency's staff are made When
evaluation is carried out by external agents the time-frame
which these ev luators work is not sufficient to capture L_KI
understand all the expectations and interests that are at stake
in the project. In most cases they don't share their evaluating
criteria with Close 'evaluated'. This evaluation turns into a
one-dimensional exercise, sometimes arbitrary and of little use
for the people involved.

Finally, evaluations in the aid chain are usually car .d out
'from the top to the bottom' I know of no precedent whereby
promotion organizations hal, e evaluated the agency of inter-
national assistance or where grass roots groups have evaluated
the ;_ rumotion or,ranization

Ifs ou 'ant to get at the real truth, at least in my experience,
you need to organize evaluation in a participatory manner.
The is evaluation as an exert ise by whit h the evaluators, put-
ting forward new questions from the outside, enable people
to systematize their expel e, and try to gain some lessons
from that exper...nce.

ise, where we invited the peasants, the NGOs, and the foreign
In (.1hite we have just finished a very good evaluation exer-

?e,
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evaluators to a workshop where we evaluated everything. we
evaluated the evaluation, the NGOs, everybody was
evaluated, and it was a very productive exercise. But that
meant that from the very beginning the evaluators had to say
that they would propose the continuation of the project. Other-
wise there is no possible way of horizontal evaluation." (Vio
Grossi, interview + p 22)

Two working groups dealt intensively with this issue of
evaluation. To quote from their reports:

"We criticized the traditional approach to evaluation in
external person comes in for a few weeks, looks over the
shoulder of peopic and presents his report. We thought that
this type of evaluation was of little use to the people in the field
and the beneficiaries themselves. Some reconsideration is
necessary. Some of the qualities suggested for this new
approa' h to evaluation wa,; an importance given to continui-
ty, ani to the internal process of evaluation, the people par-
ticipating themselves in the e "aluation, and the importance
of evaluation becom ing a tool of improvement instead of a tool
of control.

There is a link between evaluation and accountability, and
we noticed a big difference between the need of the donor agen-
cies, that have to respond to their institutions, and the need
of the beneficiary." (Group 3)

"After discussing various examples and case studies that
were given, members of the group felt that thtTe is a need to
evaluate adult education projects and prop ammes in a par-
ticipatory manner, and that such evaluation should be iden-
tified at the carly stages as an integrated part. Members iden-
tified two types of evaluatic n that were thought to be relevant.
namely:

* internal and formative participatory evaluation
* external summatiye evaluation (commonly known as inspec
lion reporting)

Donor agencies are fascinated by traditional, often com-
puterized dam gathering, and it was noted that it might be
necessary to seek technical and expertise assistance in very large
programmes. The most important aspect is the quality of
evaluation, and this is largely determined by the calibre of the
evaluator and what is to be evaluated. Evaluation should of
course be -thjective-oriented and systematic. In the final
analysis however donors should not be obsr sed with this kind
of evaluation." (Group 2)
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False Contradictions

Rajesh Tandon

excerpt from Asian Panel

Finall% I %%mild like to talk
about ,1 fry% false ontia(h1 tions
that peinicate the wink of tilt
N(I()s in India, as well cts then
relatunklup %%ith seycial loc al
rued international donor
01 ganizations

These «mtradu eons has e
been imposed through a series of
world yiws. man% of 5% ho h ale
not really tested in the on-going
dYnarnic reality of the «tuntr%
But 55c beheye that these ale
false contradu now, the% ale
false because they positron one
point of %iy, against another,
the% arc fake in du same 55 a% as

Nlaita %%ere talking about lake
bo\es of c athegories

iluro ilatro
The t 00(1 ad() non goc s
something like this If % 00 55

mu co 500 callot hying about
rnacco lhange, if you me looking
at a mac 10 leyel 5)111 air unable
to 55 ork mu ill

Th15 Is a false «001,010 non
You 'ail %%oik mu ro, you can

%yolk 10) illy, and in oldel to be
able to %%or all% %%( II you had

bett(t think globally There Is
no other option lie( ausr the
too Cs %Om 11 make you %%oil,

lrn ally, th( foil s 10dd\ 0.1111 It
keep people landless and
depti%ed are not local fort .s
The} cite not Imanating hunt a
local landlord, or horn the ho al
state capital, or !tom Ness I)i hi
alone, the% emanate %my mu)
from Stoc Lholm, Cop( nhagurn,
Washington, DC, and London
So, illy blends. -,0u had boner
thmk globally'

1 hew( 1),(01,,
1)1,4 (1« is beautiful them% Is
useless. theory Is cm ell"nt
p1,, 'Ice Is useless All tlas is
false «niti.010 non

Pi ac U1 e must Ile( essaill% lead

to de% clopment of them% and
them% must nrcessai II% infolin
10,0 to e hel Is no
«mticidi) non in out point of
Slew. but 't is positioned as a
lake «nittach) non

Rural 1 "rban

In lac t the National Goole ii

c% en proposes that if you don t
lnr in the total alcas, you ale
not eSen 1 apable of doing NG()
work Es en In a pledommantl%
iutal «tunny, like India, by the
tdrn of the enter%, half of the
pom defined h% the state
Its( If Ile m tuban slums
And let me tell %Olt, the po% et t%
In Rumba% City of people hying
on the pa% rill ds Im much ()Ise
than of those 55110 list rn the

1 his Is a lake 1 mti,010 non
I he same lours keep people

Ill ball pool as ketp pt ople t mai
pool

1.(111

oti 11,t% e to %%oil, localls. you
nay( to woik at a small stall(
sort also ha% c to wink at a Lug(

,t1 lhr size must be
ap,noptI ite ,c) the task at hand
If N(I()s (mtintic to rernam tut,
tin, and small, the% hall' 110
,11)111tV tO 1 ()lintel thl 101(1 s

\Sim II emanate how N( ss Delhi
ut \A'ashington Of u, «.ssits

the% has e to %%ink togrthei on a

I,llge scale

Continual. litthdratual
It Is almost like the w drawal
svmhom And thete is another
word in another language It
goes something like this

You have been working in the
%Wages for three }ears, don't
you think you should withdraw
now ' Ai( vou treating
depenciem% M} sincple
question Is base the forces
whit h were keeping them
marginalized and poor
wittidriwir) if they has e, sse will
also 55 ithchaw 11 'he forces have
c hanged then shape and colour,
we will change our role and
pi actise The roles may change,
but what is withdrawal'

Absolutely a false
contiadnuon

1,1o,ne (enoat Ion ,1dult
Edwatrot,

As if a mules of small, small
inccune netating piclec ts %%etc
done where %%omen and men
would get half the nummilin
%%age, "5 specified by the state,
is a great a( «wiplisliinclit'
Millions cold billions of dollats
hase been spent bilaterally and
ditough the N(I()s to pio%01c.
%%omen and men two rupees a
day I think it is not worth it
Unless Sse c an bring together the
«miponent of ethic anon, the
«0111001cm Of tliipoy, erment
wItlim income geneiation. It is a
false 1 11110010 Hon
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Internal Exterial
In fact there is a moralism in
India supported bs the state , bs
the Gandlnans, and of «nu se bs
the communist parties, whit h
says that all foreign resources,
all foreign funding, is an
imperialist strategy to divide the
class and keep the resolution
ass Sounds excellent But
what about the state' What
about the corporate sector'
Which today receises millions
and millions of dollars of foreign
aid Why is it that these tiny,
puny little NGOs who
because of the work they do can-
not in fact get state support
should turn a blind eye, and
say, no, no, we will generate
our own resources.)

It also depends on which class
'n a social, economic and
pc' 'cal context we work with
If you work with the poorest
class, if you work with the
landless, you work with the
tnbals, the ability of that class to
generate surplus to support
educational work does not exist
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If sou work with the middle
peasants of course they :an sup-
port educ afloat] work If sou
work with the rich urban elite of
«mrse they can suppm t educa-
tional work

So this is again a false con-
tradiction, saying ou onls
work with internal resources, of
You only work with extern d
iesour«.s I Hank both are
useful, both are necessary It
depends on the context, it
depends on the practice

Initiation Response

Another false contradiction, ou

only respond to what people
need If that were the case mans
of us would have lost our jobs
If people knes, all the time and
were able to articulate precise's
ss hat the, wanted, we adult
educators would not be
necessary at all So there is a
role of initiating as well as
responding

It is a false contradu non to
say Oh, people are not par-
ticipating in designing the pro-

0

le( is and piogrammes
Somebods said flow marts

people .ate paitu ipating in
designing bilateral of
multdateial aid'

111,1ontal %foment

Iiston of the Future
That has to do with won king in
a green historical moment as
well as basing a vision of the
future Without a sision of the
future our work at a historical
point in time is going to be
meaningless, It is going to
floun ler But just the vision of
the future alone is not going to
take us theie, we need to work
at this historical point in time,
within the constraints and within
the forces that operate

And therefore it is a false con-
tradiction to say that you first
c reate a sision and then do the
work, or first do the work and
vision will emerge No, you can
both In fact Inc. are forced to do
both There is no ether option



From Projects to Programmes

To put it %Try crudely for roc ipients in the South the project
is a probkm, a hampering fact,,r, something that has to be
fought against, at least modified to give room for meaningful
adult education efforts in a constantly changing situation; for
donors in the north the project is an accepted form of opera-
tion, more or less taken for granted as al form of interna-
tional aid. In the usual intermediary position we find various
agencies that try to reconcile these extreme views.

Francisco Vio Grossi put the problem in his conference paper
entitled From Project Bureaucracy to the Flourishing of Life,
where he first states the fact that NGOs in the field:

generally operate through projects. These are a set
of activities oriented towards the satisfaction of the popular
sector's needs. The project is also a document which states the
activities and necessary resources to meet certain objectives
within a defined period of time. Financial support for these
projects generally comes from external sources such as agen-
cies of international assistance and cooperation. Only in excep-
tional situations does funding come from national and/or local
governments (p 14)

He goes on to say that the axis of the relationship between
the activists in the field and the various funding agencies is
the project He then identifies several main criticisms of tie
project as the central axis of the chain.

* it is often very rigidly d. fined
* it generates instability and insecurity among staff working
in the field
* it creates dependency between recipient and donor
* the negotiations of the project are slow and cumbersome
* it tends to follow fashions and fads that have very little to
do with local realities

A long list of grie% ences, and it might seem as if this is not
an accidental situation, but one that is deliberately brought
about by the international agencies (AIAs) on the g,assroot
organisations (POs).

130s believe that many AlAs in prat tice impose projects
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on their counterparts regardless of their style of presentation
or language of expression Very simply, the POs adapt their
projects to what the AIAs define as feasible for financing What
projects are undertaken are not necessarily what POs wnsider
essential but rather arc projects that have been deemed of value
by those with the power to finance.

A practice of 'c odification' and 'decodific anon' exists
throug:!eut the aid chain among agencies of international
assistance, promotion organizations and grass roots gi oups.
The AIAs must satisfy the expectations of' the donors whether
they be a government ministi y of the public in general. The
interpret to the donors, in a language and style believed to be
acceptable to them, the needs of the local community wha h,
in turn, have been understood through the lens of the promo-
tion orgnizat ions Of course, the groups operating at the grass
roots level have adapted their language to 'fit with that of
the promotion organizations

Finally, when a project is funded, the organizations that form
the links of this aid chain decodify the project in terms of then-
own interests and needs The resulting tension between 'what
is said to be wanted' and 'what is really want''d' is one of the
most recurrent criticisms made to the conventional project
system This projec t system is accused of obscuring the real
activities that must take place if programmes are to be a part
of the complex process unfolding in the everyday live., of peo-
ple in their local communities

Last, but not least, the conventional project system, fosters
competition among AIAs, POs and other beneficiary groups
for the limited resources available, thus inhibiting the integra-
tion and unity needed for development which should by nature
haracterize the aid chain. The project system has c reated, ici

many cases, importar obstacles to the establishment of bonds
of cooperation and solidarity between AIAs and POs (Vio
Grossi p. 21-22 + 23)

A representative of SIDA agrees that the concept of prole(
is fundamental and explains by

. . donors traditionally prefer projects w hmc h are limited
in scope and time ;,nd whit h can be( osted in some detail before
being approved

Also the lot at ion of a project should preferably be limited
to a few plat es. Decision-making procedures within donor
agencies are built on this notion of a project and so is the image
of foreign a.:1 among the general public in the donor ountrics
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Donors usually look at projects as investments. This means
that only capital costs are covered and preferably the foreign
exchange component (ink. For example, literacy projects are
v:dely spread geographically, are more difficult to plan and
cost in detail, and the needs are for local recurrent costs rather
than for capital costs (SIDA p 8)

One of the discussion groups chose to treat this subject in
some depth, examining the differences of the two approaches
of project and programme support and the implications of the
use of different terminology:

"We concluded that what was behind the discomfort of
many organisations working with grassroots groups was that
the connotations of a project type of sui_port was a short term
intetAention, usually a one shot, once and fo all kind of thing,
and t -us came accompanied by a precise but also narrow set
of objectiv The consequence of that was that projects seldom
allowed the consideration of strut tural factors that are affec-
ting the quality of life.

By contrast, when identifying positive features and advan-
tages of the programme type of support, we thought of longer
term assistance, of an assistance that is more flexible, that
would allow 'executors' or agencies in charge of implemen-
tation to conduct the work :nore in line with themes,
something that would give organizational flexibility to the iden-
tification of problems, identification of solutions. We also felt
that what we liked about programme support was that we were
always linking the existence of aid with a process that should
be continuous in nature, a notion of evolution

Project support should be questioned because it reflects a

peculiar view of development, a view that has very much to
do with control over the produc don of the recipients, usually
demanding quick results, also the expectation of accountability

ith a very narrow set ci objectives 'you arc supposed to do
this or that as you promised!'' and this gives very little room
for modification This is an accountability that favours the
donor vis-a-vis its national constituency but is not necessarily
productive or beneficial for the rec

Project support tended to deny the interactive nature ofcom-
munity improvement in which a great deal of dialogue and
problem solving and discussion have to take place

In many projects the educational component waF not serious-
ly c onsidered, and if it came in afterwards it cam, as an after-
thought, and if so it would be an input with very limited ob,:ec-
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tives and no. part of an evolutionary process.
Looking at the ratonale for donors not liking programme

support, two sorts of referent ials emerged in our discussion,
one is the question of the large amount of funds, the fear among
agencies that they had to commit a lot of mone:. We felt that
there is not necessarily this correspondence of programme-big
investment You can still think of programme support where
the budget did not automatically multiply itself by a factor of
five or a factor of ten

The other issue that quite often appears in the rluctan«
of donor agencies to provide programme support is this ques-
tion of dependency. We felt that this was operating at two
levels: dependency in terms of the donor agency feeling the
longer the term of ;he aid, and the greater the degree of sup-
port, the more dependent the recipient will be on support from
one organization. We felt that this kind of dependency was
not an intrinsic part of programme support

The other que,tion of dependency the group examined wasa
that which could emerge between the adult educator and peo-
ple in the c ommunity There we felt that a (rood -adult eerie ator
is essentially a facilitator, someone whose role would he to make
sure that organic intellectuals emerge in the community so that
these people in turn could carry on the work. But we also fa
that the :ole of the educator should not he a one shot interven-
tion, but he or she should continue to be in contact with the
community , a relationship that would evolve over time
(reporting from groups)

Wolfgang Leumer from DNA' (the German Adult Educ a-
tion Association) tried to explain the use of different ter-
minology in this way

"In the formalized a) . what \N C propose to our ministry
is a pape., a proposal. w ith a budget, inch( acing what we want
to do, indicating how we ' ant to measure our sex( ess or our
failure, indicating the cost factors that will arise, indic acing
duration indicating a ;lumber of formally set Mms which
are, of course, bearing in mind the tax pavers' interest in know-
ing what happens to their money, and that is fair enough I
think

This paper then, c ailed a project, is not nee ssarily mean-
ing that we sort of transplant an ylca, pro-jec t the idea nito
a totally unadapted environment. it is a prow( t paper reflec
ting the programmatic needs, the gaps that have been iden-
tified in a kind of c onnnon, or joint undertaking with our part-
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tiers there. Where best could we slot our funds in? Where would
be the best effec t2 Or is it just a repetition of what you already
do' Are we in the position to identify new fields. '.!xperimen-
tal fields? Can we tr' something out whit h, if it works out fine

and we will in that case take the risk, because of the finances
Nye give may have a kind of model character?

We use the little funding we can set aside as an instrument
to catalyze around certain ideas, to catalyze around certain
core ideas and try them out; and also core organization. Both
are there, because if you have an idea you have to have an
institution or agency to carry it out.

TherefOre I think it r these programmes, these kinds of
ideas, this progrtnnmatic way of trying out what adult educa-
tion can achieve in its vast field of application, that goes into
a project paper. It is then written down in a proposal form
and it is proposed to our ministry and therefore we eall it a
project But it would never be something that is a kind of
artificial, of biased thing on our projected ideas, but it is

something that has beer worked out with them. Ofcourse there
are some «in straints on our part that we c an't give money
for buildings, that «e ( an't gn e money for personnel, that we
can't give money for tee hill( al outfit alone it ha, to be the
idea what adult educ attO «mid ac hieve in a given environ-
ment, in a gr. en set of stic lid and economic circumstances,
NA, Filch will determine vhal't pc of programme we are going
to support or whic h parts of an already on-going programme
that V% be supported from our end Nnd that is then when
it refers bac k to our ow n situation here vis-a-vis our funding
ministry a projec t

But the distim non made by Vio Grassi is lair and well, and
I apprec iate it, and we e try as mu( h as possible not to come
with our projected ideas into an on-going programme, and
there :Ore destroy what has been developed by the loc al adult
educators. That is what counts and that is what we have got
to support by all means

The inject proposal as such will always define the
fr arnework Here is an organization, they are about to go into
literac y work, they have limn(' out that this is ever so difficult
and they want to try out new things, they want to do literac y

in terms of, say inc me generating pi ojec is of .hic ken breeding
or rabbit breeding, I don't know, whatever comes into their
minds and whatever is suitable to their environment, arid from
their economic tic tivity the necessity of literac y as a tool to
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improving upon whatever they have already done, may arise
then. We have to set this framework, of course, and then try
to explain and identify the very gaps where our programme,
our programmatic suppoit will come in. And it's always a com-
plementary factor, it's never the whole thing. It is always a
supplementary support to something which will go on even
without our assistance. But the degree of its efficiency and the
dissemination of ideas within that framework may be poorer,
may be lesser.

Therefore it's on these grounds, on say, bringing new ideas
from the outside because of the exchange witn adult educa-
tion institutions in the area, that we can make adult educa-
tion programmes more fruitful, more effective, have a greater
outreach. create an infrastructure which will be stable even
after withdrawal of our support. That is what we have in mind
when we depict this framework." (Leumer interview)

And donors seem well aware of the criticism and try to:
". . . look for more flexible procedures which are better

suited to the requ rements of for example literacy program-
mes, health campaigns and programmes fc rural water supply

Sector support agreements with special procedures of
cooperation were introduced in the early 1970s. This has allow-
ed for a considerable flexibility. It has ben possible under such
agreements to reallocate funds between projects but also bet-
ween various items in a project budget. Local recurrent costs
could be net under such programmes (SIDA p 8)

In practice it may not be so easy for a government body to
be as flexible as some of its civil servants may wish, there 2

so mny forces afoot in thy: corridors of power; in Leumer's
opimor it might k easier for an intermediary with its first-
hand knowledge of and expertise in adult education work:

"In one project or the other we could find out that the pro-
posal once made is totally irrelevant to the real situation and
therefore we have got to change it. We are in the position to
present then an adapted or adjusted proposal to our ministry
and the cost factors again etc., and I think that is what the
sponsoring or funding or donor agency should work with, to
be as flexible as possible. Because of the fact that we arc an
adult education organization and not a donor agency. I think
that we are again in a unique position to understand the necessi-
ty of bei, g flexible, bec ause of our adult education background,
and then find our normal solutions to it, vis-a-vis our funding
ministry. And that is what we go for." (Leumer interview)
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To sum up from the recipient's point of view, from the
perspe( tive of the South, there seems little doubt that pro-
gramme support is preferrc I to project support. So one very
practical suggestion for improving the relationship between
recipients and donors and the quality of work:

" . is to change from projects to programmes Program-
mes are an alliance between a funding agency and the NGOs
for work in a particular field, perhaps in a particular territory,
for a long period of time, programmes of action that can ben
reoriented according to changes of the situation.

In CEEAL we have that kind of relationship with one fun-
ding agency. They said: we will give you support for four years
and you only need to tell us every year what you are going
to do We have to send reports, we have auditors and
everything, but we have the power, in Santiago but also in
the ;ffovinc es, to modify what we are doing according to the
changes in the situation. Sometimes we organize trips for a
perscn to travel from one part to another, sometimes w( spend
it on publications, sometimes mere is a stage of siege when
we can't meet, and then we spend it on other things. We feel
as flexible, as adaptable, as innovative as we can." (Vio Grossi
interview)
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Where do we go from here?

Maria Villariba:

To , solidarity among people NA ,aild be a better gauge of the
kind of aid that we can get from them. Rather than just go
straight into the relationship of North and South, or of the
South section of the North and the North section of the South
I mean, of course we have our elites and ruling classes, but
for a conference like this I don't think we have to go into a
strata analysis, whether you are of the ruling class and I am
of the oppressed class, and for as long as your money is ch-
nelled to my government you are not worried yourself.

I am clear that the people I meet here are friends friends
in the sense of people who have the same vision, who have
the same attitude but are operating under certain ,:on-
straints, and so we need not bemoan the fact that they are not
giving much to us. It is not that debate we are after; whether
you give as more, or that we are not treated at par, or so on.
I think that what I would like to happen, would be for people
to find how the system can serve both interests, knowing the
system and testing the limits of that system, as long as we work
on the principle of helping others.

I guess attitudes have a certain wave-length and I would
prefer to change some attitudes. There is what you might c all
behavioural output. For example, would people from
NORAD, DANIDA, SIDA and CIDA immediately go into
their policy-making meetings and say. this or this has bec
recommended by the NGOs and let us change that. I don't
expect that right away. I think the fact they have listened, and
they have also spoken, would be a sufficient gauge of the sac
cess of the meeting.

As far as the follow-up and continuity are concerned, I think
that is the responsibility of many participants to make it a «in-
tinuing contract. I think if people are interested in the rk
of other participants they will find a way to get in touch. \N ell,
perhaps, not so with those who have decided that they don't
belong.I am not saying that everybody will be happy with the
outcome of the conference I think there'll be some who'll say
it was a waste of time. I can see it sometimes from their facial
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expressions But even if you don't win ex erybody, it is not a
lost cause.

I always had this, well, it's not an o!d instinct but if I
see you, meet you, share a aeal with you, somehow in the
future, near or far, I'm still going to have something to do
N 1th you This is always a very good handle to use whenever
vou go to conferences. Because sometimes people are saying:
you know, I travelled all that way, I spent so much money,
meeting all these people, and they are not even interested. For
me, you may not have spoken much, you may not have spent
specific energy on me, but I have made contact, I remember
your face, I know what you look like. I may not understand
how your heart functions, but I think somehow if I look you
up somewhere, or sometime, you'll say hello.

I think that's important, just being able to meet people, being
able to touch them and be touched, that's something you can-
not put a price tag on, you cannot quantify it, you cannot say:
these are my accomplishments, I went there with several pam-
phlets, and I gave them to these and these, and they are going
to generate more pamphlets that's part of the game, but
personnalv I'm not so keen on using that as the parameter of
success or continuity.

I have a certain trust in people. If they think it is valuable,
over the years something will crop up, and we can have a
harvest of perhaps better adult education, or donors that are
not any longer ,een as donors but partners in development.
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Rajesh Tandon:

My expectation is that we will develop a much better appr_
tion of each other's responsibiliti-s and constraints And that
this would spread within the organizations we all represent,
donor and recipients alike. So that next time when donors and
recipients come together, particularly those working in the field
of adult education, they come together on a basis of slightly
enhanced understanding and mutual respect and support.
Because in any case adult educators are politically, as yet,
marginal people in our own context. So the amount of resources
that are around in our own countries are very meagre. On top
of that, if we have a relationship with other international donors
which is based on lack of understanding and lack of mutual
solidarity, then it further marginalizes us. I think that donor
representatives working in adult education sections are
themselves committed educators. It is not that they are career
bureaucrats those go to "hard-ware" departments, they
don't go to "soft-ware" departments like adult education
they are themselves marginal in their donor agencies.
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Final Report of the International Seminar on
''The Role of International Aid in Adult Education
in Developing Countries"
held in Kungalv, Sweden, June 1986

he discussions during the last four days have
highlighted the various types of roles that NGOs are
playing in promotion of popular education. The con-
text in which these roles are played requires further
dissemination to our friends and colleagues in the rest
of the world. The report should be widely distributed
among the NGOs working in this field as well as those
donors, partners, and intermediaries who are
somehow interested in the entire field of adult educa-
tion. There is a need to initiate and continue this
cialogue that has started between different partners,
particularly among those 01 us who are absent, from
different sides of the spectrum."
(Rajesh Tandon, reporting from groups)

International Council for Adult Education


